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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Pittsfield, in the County
of Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Pittsfield oo Tuesday, the nineth day of March next, at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects (polls not to be closed earlier than five of the clock in
the afternoon) :
Article 1. To choose all the necessary Town Officers
for the ensuing year.
Art. 2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations for the same.
1. Town Officers' salaries and fees $3,300.00
2. Town Officers' expenses 850.00
3. Election and registration expenses 250.00
4. Municipal Court expenses 200.00
5. Expenses of Town Hall and other buildings 1,400.00
6. Police Department 2,200.00
7. Fire Department 4,000.00
8. Blister Rust control 400.00
9. Health Department, District Nursing
Association 500.00
10. Vital Statistics 100.00
11. Sewer maintenance 900.00
12. Town highway maintenance—summer 5,000.00
13. Town highway maintenance—winter 4,500.00
14. General expenses, highway department 3,000.00
15. Street lighting 3,379.00
16. Town road aid 654.67
17. Libraries 3,000.00
18. Town poor 1,600.00
19. Old age assistance 3,500.00
20. Memorial Day observance 200.00
21. Aid to soldiers and their families 500.00
22. Skating rink 500.00
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23. Band concerts 500.00
24. Care of park lawns and shade trees 1,000.00
25. Water for the town 1,500.00
26. Cemeteries 25.00
27. Legal expenses 100.00
28. Advertising 200.00
29. Interest, temporary loans 330.00
30. Interest, serial notes 45.00
31. Town construction, Tilton Hill road 2,000.00
32. Sidewalk construction 1,000.00
33. New lands (or as necessary) 100.00
34. New Equipment
—
Forest fire portable pumps and hose 1,200.00
Truck plow 1,000.00
35. Term note 1,000.00
36. County tax (estimated) 6,700.00
37. Payments to School District 68,020.00
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and in-
struct its Selectmen to establish and promulgate the follow-
ing ordinance ; to wit—Anyone found invading or trespass-
ing upon the property or privacy of another, contrary to the
wishes of that other, shall be fined not less than twenty dol-
lars ($20.00) and not more than fifty dollars ($50.00).
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and
instruct its Selectmen .to open, lay out, and otherwise make
passable to through vehicular traffic that portion of Park
Street, so-called, which was closed by Vote of the Town in
1889, as recorded in the Town Clerk's records.
Art. 5. To see if the Town will vote to take by right of
eminent domain, or otherwise acquire as circumstances may
require ; and for such purpose raise and appropriate the sum
of one hundred dollars ($100.00), or such money as is
necessary ; that portion of the land of the Pittsfield Academy
lying southwesterly of the northeasterly line of the former
Park Street, so-called, and extending to Main Street, mean-
ing hereby that land which composes the southeasterly one-
half of the present park and that portion of the Pittsfield
Academy land which lies within the limits of the former
Park Street, so-called, referred to hereinabove.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to accept from the
Trustees of the Pittsfield Academy such trust funds as may
be available from the proceeds of the sale of the Academy
land given by James Joy; the Thomas D. Merrill fund; the
Frances French fund; the Moody Kent fund; and other
funds in the possession of said Academy Trustees.
Art. 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and
instruct its Selectmen to plow out, wherever practical, the
driveways of property owners who desire it during the
winter; the fee. to be established by the Selectmen and pay-
able in advance.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Moderator to appoint after this meeting four persons to
serve for one year, four persons to serve for three years, and
four persons to serve for two years on the Budget Commit-
tee ; and, at the expiration of their respective terms not to
re-appoint any person until at least one year has elapsed
since the expiration of his or her previous term. These
twelve persons together with a representative of the School
Board and a representative of the Board of Selectmen shall
constitute the Budget Committee. Annually hereafter the
Moderator shall appoint four persons to fill the places of
the retiring members. On the death or retirement of any
member during the year the Moderator shall fill the vacancy
thus caused.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize its
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of 1948 taxes,
the same to be paid from the current year's levy.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and
instruct its Selectmen to open negotiations with a view to
the sale of the land and buildings comprising the Town Fac-
tory, so-called, to Adams Brothers Shoe Company.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the fol-
lowing Trust Funds
:
Asa B. Watson, Estate $200.00
Care of Watson-Knowles Lot
Fred Avery 100.00
Care of Ida L. Avery Lot
Mrs. H. H. Young 100.00
Care of y2 Floral Park Lot
Gladys J. Batchelder 114.35
Care of T. B. Jones Lot
Pittsfield
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Charles J. Knight 200.00
Care of D. K. Foster Lot
George F. Mitchell, Estate 200.00
Care of Mitchell-Bunker Lot
Linn Dennet 400.00
Memory of Elsie Dennet-Dormick
Care of Dennet, Oliver A., Lot
To be known as Dennet-Dormick Fund
Herbert B. Fischer, Estate 100.00
Care of Fischer Lot
Frances L. Emerson 200.00
For High School Use
William E. Berrv Fund 500.00
For Equipment and Books for Benefit
of Teachers and Students of Pittsfield
High School.
Art. 12. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-third day of











OUR CHILDREN ARE TO BE SEEN—NOT HURT.
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REPORT OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
The Budget Committee respectfully submits the following estimates
of the needs of the various departments of the town for the ensuing
fiscal year ending December 31, 1948, with the recommendation that
appropriations be made as indicated in the fourth column of the
below layout, and as itemized in Article No. 2 of the Town Warrant.
Columns one and two, indicate the amounts appropriated and ex-
pended during the year 1947, while column three indicates the esti-











Expenses town hall and other
town buildings
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department
Fire department




















Memorial day and veterans'
associations































































































































On temporary loans 185.00
On long term notes 15.00





New lands and buildings
New Equipment:
Forest fire portable pumps
Truck plow
Road maintainer, basic unit
Indebtedness:
Payment on Principal of Debt:
Long term notes 1,000.00
Deficit of previous year 3,500.00
Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions:
County taxes (as necessary) 6,000.00






























Total Expenditures $115,527.25 $119,695.83 $126,753.67 $123,653.67













E. J. STAPLETON, for School Board
E. HAROLD YOUNG, for Selectmen
A LITTLE LIFE IS WORTH A LITTLE TIME.
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INVENTORY OF TOWN OF PITTSFIELD
April 1, 1947
Land and buildings (exclusive of
growing wood and timber) $1,956,065.00
Growing wood and timber 10,245.00
Electric plants, 2 98,000.00
Horses, 44 5,330.00
Cows, 314 33,575.00




Portable mills, 3 2,200.00
Wood and lumber 68,802.00
Stock in trade . 336.900.00
Aqueducts, mills and machinery 356,580.00
Total $2,881,257.00
Exemptions to soldiers and blind 73,450.00
Total Value Less Exemptions $2,807,807.00




National bank stock tax 259.00
Total $114,673.28
Average rate per cent, $4.00.






In hands of treasurer $14,107.22




(a) Joint highway construction accounts,




(from tax sale on account of)
(a) Levy of 1946 131.38
(b) Levy of 1945 126.20
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1947 12,589.59
Total Assets $27,448.31
Liabilities
Accounts Owed by the Town :
Orders outstanding $16.00
Due to State:
Special polls collected but not remitted 16.17
Due to School District
:
Balance of appropriation 19,445.87
State and Town Joint Highway
Construction Accounts
:






1, 2 and 3 years each, $1,000.00 3,000.00
Total Liabilities $22,944.36
Excess of Assets over Liabilities 4,503.95
Grand Total $27,448.31
Surplus, December 31, 1946 $5,145.94
Surplus, December 31, 1947 4,503.95
Decrease of Surplus $641.99
STATEMENT OF TOWN DEBT
December 31, 1947
Showing annual maturities of outstanding serial notes,






Note: During the summer of 1947 the tenth and final
serial note issued in 1937 for highway construction came due
and was paid. As of July, 1947, therefore the town had no
debt.









1. Property taxes, current year $98,500.99
2. Poll taxes, current year, regular at $2 1,690.00
3. National bank stock taxes 259.00
4. Property taxes, previous years 6,749.85
5. Poll taxes, previous years, regular at $2 288.00
6. Poll taxes, previous years, special at $3 15.00
7. Interest received on taxes
'
343.31
8. Tax sales redeemed 218.89
From State
:
9. Interest and dividend tax 2,643.61
10. Railroad tax 41.59
11. Savings bank tax 587.78
12. Fighting forest fires 261.04
13. Reimbursement a/c old age assistance 94.22
From County:
14. For support of poor 1,053.26
From Local Sources, Except Taxes
:
15. Dog licenses . 438.00
16. Business licenses and permits 160.50
17. Fines and forfeits, municipal court 49.60
18. Rent of town property 83.00
19. Income from departments 1,020.09
20. Registration of motor vehicles, 1946 permits 45.64
21. Registration of motor vehicles,
1947 permits 3,078.84
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
:
22. Temporary loans in anticipation of taxes
during year 3,200.00
23. Long term notes during year 3,000.00
24. Trust funds 1,264.35
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue $36,264.35
Total Receipts from All Sources $153,886.56
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Cash on hand January 1, 1947 23,529.52
Grand Total $177,416.08
Summary of Payments
Current Maintenance Expenses :-
General Government
:
1. Town officers' salaries and fees $3,322.67
2. Town officers' expenses 835.69
3. Election and registration expenses 141.60
4. Municipal court expenses 100.00
5. Expenses town hall and other town
buildings 319.47
Protection of Persons and Property:
6. Police department, including care of tramps 2,274.56





8. Blister rust 400.00
9. Bounties 32.00
10. Damage by dogs 25.43
Health
:
11. Health department, including Distdict
Nursing Association 507.19
12. Vital statistics 32.75
13. Sewer maintenance 529.80
Highways and Bridges
:
14. Tar for streets 2,357.68






17. Street lighting 3,312.44
18. General expenses of highway department 3,939.58
Libraries
:












23. Memorial Day and Veterans' Association





25. Care of lawns $131.10








27. Appropriations to water for town




30. Damages and legal expense
31. Advertising
32. Taxes bought by town
33. Discounts, abatements and refunds
Interest
:
34. Paid on temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes
35. Paid on long term notes
Outlay for New Construction and Permanent
Improvements
:




38. New equipment, fire truck and pump
39. Payments on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes
40. Payments on long term notes


















Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
42. Special poll taxes at $3 paid to state 624.29
43. Taxes paid to county 6,935.94
44. Withholding tax to Collector of Internal
Revenue 60.00
45. Payments to school districts 62,779.88
Total Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions $70,400.11
Total Payments for All Purposes $163,324.86
Cash on hand December 31, 1947 14,107.22
Grand Total $177,432.08
Less one Order Outstanding 16.00
$177,416.08
YOUR HORN WORKS BUT DO YOUR BRAKES?
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town hall, land and building $5,000.00
Furniture and equipment 200.00
Carpenter library, land and building 20,000.00
Furniture and equipment 4,500.00
Police department, land and building 200.00
Equipment 220.00
Fire department, land and building 3,500.00
Equipment 15,000.00
Highway department, land and building 500.00
Equipment 8,000.00
Academy park, including Green bandstand 1,000.00
Old South common 400.00
John Berry park 500.00
Schools, land and buildings 125,000.00
Equipment 10,000.00
Drake athletic field 10,000.00
Town factory, land, building, equipment 9,000.00
Leased factory equipment 1,000.00
Town dump, Pittsfield-Laconia road 115.00
Land, Tan road 100.00
Sargent town forest, Berry road 50.00
Dustin-Barker, town forest, Loudon road 50.00
Frank P. Green, land, Goose pond 50.00
Tax title properties
:
1. Lane and Hartwell lot, Tucker hill 300.00
2. Folsom land, Catamount street 50.00
3. Deerfield mine property, Webster's mills 250.00
4. Boucher land, Webster's mills 50.00
5. Goudias E. Hebert, lot 300.00
Suncook Valley Railroad, stock 1,000.00
Town history manuscript 500.00




January 1, 1947—March 11, 1947
1946 auto permits $45.64
1947 auto permits 1,105.52
1947 pool license 15.00
Total Collected $1,166.16




March 12, 1947—January 1, 1948
Dog licenses $438.00
Auto permits, 1947 1,973.32
Bowling alley license (2) 40.00
Pool license (2) 30.00
Total Collected $2,481.32
Total Remitted to Town Treasurer $2,481.32
r. w. McAllister,
Town Clerk.
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING, BUT DOES
THE OTHER FELLOW?
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Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property taxes $112,312.28
Poll taxes—regular at $2 2,102.00




Poll taxes—regular at $2 84.00
Sewer taxes 37.50
Penalty on poll taxes 16.60
Interest collected 2.63




Poll taxes—regular at $2 1,690.00
National bank stock taxes 259.00
Penalty on poll taxes 16.60
Interest collected 2.63
Abatements $2,222.80











Uncollected Taxes as of January 1, 1947:
Property taxes $6,846.45




Penalty on poll taxes






Remittances to Treasurer during Fiscal
Year:
Property taxes $6,749.85
Poll taxes—regular at $2 278.00
Penalty on poll taxes 29.20





Uncollected Taxes as of January 1, 1947:
Poll taxes—regular at $2 $10.00




Penalty on poll taxes






Remittance to Treasurer during year $28.00
Tax Sales Redeemed During the Year
:
Levy of 1944 $123.22
Interest and costs 23.34
Levy of 1945 67.35
Interest and costs 4.98
$218.89
Remittances to Treasurer during the Year $218.89
Deeded to town November 7, 1947, property of Goudias G.
Hebert, from tax sale of 1945.













REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
H. Thurlow Ames, Collector of Taxes
:
1947 property tax $98,204.99
1947 property tax, added 296.00
1947 poll tax 1,606.00
1947 poll tax, added 84.00
1947 Poll tax, penalty 16.60
1947 interest 2.63
1946 property tax 6,749.85
1946 poll tax 240.00
1946 poll tax, added. 38.00
1946 poll tax, penalty 29.20
1946 interest 291.88
1945 poll tax, regular 10.00
1945 poll tax, special 15.00
1945 poll tax, penalty 1.00
1945 interest .45
1945 interest special polls 1.55
1947 National Bank stock tax 259.00
1944 tax sales redeemed 146.56
1945 tax sales redeemed 72.33
State of New Hampshire
:
Savings bank Tax 587.78
Railroad tax 41.59





Poor off the farm 1,053.26
Earl J. Hill, Town Clerk :
1947 auto permits 1,151.16
1947 pool license 15.00
Robert W. McAllister, Town Clerk
:
1947 auto permits 1,973.32
1947 dog licenses 438.00
1947 pool and bowling license 70.00
Idella B. Jenness, Municipal Court, fines 46.60




Veterans of Foreign Wars, rent 27.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary, rent 18.00
Improved Order of Red Men, rent 20.00
Manchester Dairy Co., rent 2.00
C. & C. Theatres, license 62.50
Continental Fire Ins. Co., damage leased factory 288.07
Corinthian Lodge, A. F. & A. M., liability
insurance 32.06
Revolver permits 3.00




Burnham & Morrill Co. 32.00
Thomas Hillsgrove 15.80
Nichols Frozen Food Locker 8.75
Edmund Kuehnel 30.00
B. Berkson 8.75
A. J. Griffin Est. 7.50
P. F. Rinaldo 16.50
F. T. Garland 8.25
F. W. Reed 31.00
R. G. Hartwell 9.42







G. F. Mitchell 9.00
School District 37.00
F. T. Garland 34.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., refund 3.00
Harriman & Paige, refund 50.09
J. H. Perkins, Jr., Memorial Day, refund 17.62
American La France, refund 10.00
Forest Fires
:
F. W. Reed, Forest Fire Warden, town of
Strafford 16.00
Citv of Rochester 118.98
Town of Chichester 55.55




Asa B. Watson Est., care of Walton and
Knowles lot 200.00
Edric S. Foss, care of Charles Steele lot 150.00
Est. W. H. Robinson, care of Hilliard
Robinson lot 200.00
Fred Avery, care of Ida L. Avery lot 100.00
Mrs. H. H. Young, care of one-half lot, Floral
Park 100.00
Gladys J. Batchelder, care of T. B. Jones lot 114.35
Charles A. Knight, care of D. K. Foster lot 200.00
George F. Mitchell Est., care of Mitchell-
Bunker lot 200.00
Pittsfield Savings Bank, tax anticipation
note 22,000.00
Pittsfield Savings Bank, tax anticipation
note 10,000.00
Pittsfield Savings Bank, Serial notes
Nos: 1, 2, 3 3,000.00
Total Receipts $153,886.56
Cash on hand January 1, 1947 23,529.52
$177,416.08
Less Selectmen's Orders paid 163,308.86
Cash on hand January, 1948 $14,107.22
VICTOR E. TRACE,
Town Treasurer.
A LITTLE FLAME IS A DANGEROUS THING.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION
$2,000.00 was available for sidewalk construction and it
was decided to expend this money under the direction of our
Road Agent, rather than contracting the work at a fixed
price per square yard. 167 tons of asphalt mix were pur-
chased and 1485 square yards of sidewalk laid at a cost of
$1.35 per square yard for a total expenditure of $2,002.92.
$2,700.00 was available for construction on Watson and
Page Streets and stabilizing the northerly shoulder of River
Road from the Catholic Church to Lyford Hill Road. Abut-
ting property owners were very co-operative in establishing
the new side lines of Watson and Page Streets. This work
was done in conjunction with T. R. A. and grading and
placing the gravel were completed this year. The balance of
$406.82 will provide for reshaping and tarring next spring.
The T. R. A. fund of $3,261.90 was spent on Tilton Hill
and again abuttors were most co-operative in helping us im-
prove the alignment and grade. It is hoped that sufficient
funds will be available next year to complete a section from
the foot of the steep grade just below the William Dodge
place to the Gordon Eager place.




Tarring streets $2,000.00 $2,357.68
Summer maintenance 5,000.00 4,150.49
Winter maintenance 4,500.00 3,598.44
General expenses 3,000.00 3,939.58
$14,500.00 $14,041.19
Balance $458.81
Routine maintenance on the 38 miles of roads taken care
of by the town cost $11,683.51 for an average cost of $307
per mile. Our tarred roads, 4.27 miles in all, were re-
treated at a cost of $2,357.68 for an average cost of $500
per mile.
Very little gravel patching was done until the T. R. A.
crew was assembled. We then used 1711 cubic yards of
gravel in resurfacing some of our worst roads. 186 feet of
metal pipe^were laid by hand but the 72 feet of 30 concrete
and 64 feet of 36 inch concrete were laid with a power
shovel. In controlling the roadside growth an attempt was
made to cut everything that could still be moved, either
by hand or with a power mower. Much of our roadside
growth needs axe work for removal. The immediate prob-
lem facing our town is the removal of undesirable roadside
growth and widening of our roadways to permit proper
drainage and snow removal.
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LIBRARY REPORT FOR 1947
The Trustees of the Carpenter Public Library submit the
following report for 1947. Our activities this past year
have been to improve our library along the following lines
:
1. The floors have been sanded, refinished and waxed.
2. We have put rubber mats down in front of the stacks
in the main room.
3. We have purchased new chairs for the main room.
The old ones were far from being adequate with the wear
they are getting now.
4. The Venetian blinds have been put in the main room
and reading rooms. This was done for several reasons, the
main ones of course, for improved lighting, for neatness in
appearance and lower maintenance costs.
5. The old, iron, circular stairway leading to the base-
ment has been removed, being replaced with a new, modern
and safe stairs.
6. Our librarian, for many years, has been working for a
salary which is far from being adequate for what she does.
She has been faithful, worked hard and helped to improve
our library along many lines. The board has voted to raise
her salary to $100 a month, effective January 1, 1948.
What we have done may seem little indeed, but it has
proved expensive. We feel that the public as a whole will
enjoy and benefit from these improvements. We know that
the public has benefited from the new heating equipment
which was purchased last year.
1. Our aims for the next year will be to have the ex-
terior and the interior refinished.
2. The lighting in the library is very inadequate. It
seems to the board that our young people, who use the
library for study purposes, would benefit immeasurely by the
improvement of lighting conditions. We would like to re-
place the present system with the fluorescent type, giving
more and better light at less cost, thus saving of eye strain.
38
3. Something permanent must be done to our floors. It
will soon be necessary to lay a new floor or provide a proper
floor covering, such as tile. The present floors have been
rehnished for the last time.
4. Our book problem must also be considered. The price
of books has tripled in the last year and we have not been
able to purchase as many books as we should ; we hope this
year that our appropriations will be such that we can afford
more.
Among the accredited libraries of New Hampshire ours
ranks fourth in neatness and appearance. Let us keep it
that way and make it better all the time.
We wish to express our sympathy in the passing of one of




Carpenter Public Library Trustees.






Carried forward January, 1947 $16.02
Received from Selectmen 2,700.00
Received from fines 104.15
Total Receipts $2,820.17
Expenses
Salary of acting librarian $829.50





Postage and supplies 56.87
Books 34.55
Repairs and improvements 577.20
Revenue 10.00
Total Expenses 2,454.69
Balance January 1, 1948 $365.48
Carpenter Trust Fund Account
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1947 $206.53














Balance January 1, 1948 $72.91
46
Lizzie Foote Trust Fund Account
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1947 $69.08








Butler Trust Fund Account
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1947
Received from Trustees of Trust
Funds









Balance January 1, 1948 . $28.36
SYBIL G. PEASE, Treasurer.
Carpenter Library Trustees.
A LITTLE LIFE IS WORTH A LITTLE TIME
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REPORT OF OVERSEER OF THE POOR
The report of the Overseer of the Poor for the year end-
ing December 31, 1947:
Cash on hand
Cash from Selectmen $6,051.74
Paid for Account of :
Town poor 1,592.68







YOU ARE LICENSED TO DRIVE, NOT KILL.
Pittsfield
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DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION REPORT
From January, 1947 to January, 1948
Number of prenatal and maternity visits during year 293
Number of delivery cases during year 22
Number baby visits during year 166
Number nursing visits during year 2,814
Number pre-school visits during year 130
Number infant welfare visits during year 155
Number social service visits during year 128
Number clinics during year 4
Total visits during year 3,708
Fees Collected During the Year
:
By nursing $1,791.00
Bq M. L. Insurance Company 545.00
By J. H. L. Insurance Company 216.00
Total Fees Collected $2,552.00
Expenses During Year
:
Office supplies, telephone, incidentals 55.18
Auto expenses 246.34
Total Expenses during year $301.82
N. B. The school work will be found in the Superin-
tendent's Report.




REPORT OF THE TOWN TREE WARDEN
The sum of one thousand dollars was allocated at town
meeting to protect and improve Pittsfield's parks and shade
trees. The care of these trees was entrusted to your* tree
warden. While pursuing this work council has been taken
with the State Forester and the Board of Selectmen and
suggestions that were in the best interests of the Town have
been acted upon.
Competent tree climbers have been difficult to find, but
with such willing help as was available much pruning has
been done. A number of guy wires have been installed
;
the young trees have been pruned, painted and fertilized
those which were damaged by careless passersby have been
attended to, and where braces were necessary these have been
installed. Where the Maple borer has been working, there
Botox has been used; while all the trees within the village
limits, including those within the confines of the parks,
school yards and cemeteries, have been sprayed.
This year four more maple trees were set out thus bring-
ing to 299 the number of these trees planted since 1925.
Recommendations
Every one knows it is impossible to destroy all of the
insects in any one year, although there were a lot destroyed
as is evidenced by a comparison of Pittsfield's trees with
those in towns not sprayed. There has been a lot of un-
sightly fall web-worm. It is claimed at the University of
New Hampshire that they do little harm as they come late
whn the leaves are tough and about ready to drop. If we
want to destroy these web-worms the trees will have to be
sprayed about the middle of July. The undersigned believes
that if we want to save our trees they should be sprayed
in 1948. There should be some old trees removed and
others set in their places. There remains a lot more dead
limbs to be removed. A lot more could be said regarding
the care and saving of our trees. Remember this, anyone
can destroy a tree but only God can make one grow.
Need I point out that Pittsfield wouldn't be Pittsfield
without its shade trees. The standard of our community
is reflected in its trees. Our trees are honorable citizens, let








Entire control area in!
town first covered -
1922-26
Scale 1 inch - 1 mile%T^>*
Control work
carried on in
cooperation wit- \ 'm!S^{s




REPORT OF TOWN FORESTRY COMMITTEE
The town of Pittsfield owns four separate tracts of forest
land containing, in all, approximately 60 acres. These are
to wit : the Dr. F. H. Sargent tract, the Pest House tract, the
Dustin-Barker tract and the F. P. Green tract. The three
lots first mentioned were examined by your committee and
the selectmen during the past year and it was unanimously
agreed that there is a worthwhile stand of fast-growing pine
on these lots ; that a vast improvement is apparent where
the trees have been pruned ; and further that Blister Rust is
taking a heavy toll of our pines, especially on the Dustin-
Barker lot.
Recommendations
The trees on these tracts should be pruned for two rea-
sons : First, to promote faster growth ; and second, to im-
prove the qualitv of lumber to be cut in future years. Weed-
ing out is necessary to help the pines ; and, last but not least,
considerable work is necessary to eliminate Blister Rust.
The urgent necessity of eradicating this costly disease in our
native pine is driven home when we consider that the annual
cut of pine through the last nine years has averaged
243,696,000 board feet as compared with 102,500,000, the
annual average from 1925 to 1937. These figures indicate
the great benefit to be derived by this town if only these
pine lots are taken care of properly. Pine though it is New
Hampshire's most common tree is still its most valuable
timber asset.
The only money appropriated last year, 1947, for the
forestry program, however, was the $400.00 Blister Rust
Control Appropriation. This amount was combined with
State funds for the same purpose and expended as follows
:





Area covered 1,864 acres





FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT
To the Taxpayers of Pittsfield:
I submit the following report
:
The year 1947 was the worst year in the history of New
Hampshire where forest fires are concerned. Many towns
and cities had severe fires resulting in the loss of irreplacable
wealth. Field land, forests and in some instances whole
villages were completely wiped out. These fires cost thou-
sands of dollars to bring under control. Pittsfield was for-
tunate, we had only one bad fire last year. To bring this
fire under control cost our town two thousand dollars in
man-hours alone to say nothing of the thousands of dollars
lost in growth on the hills over which this fire raged.
This fire, however, served to point up the sad lack of
suitable equipment with which to fight a forest fire in Pitts-
field. We need two portable pumps and several thousand
feet of forest fire hose as well as other pieces of fire fighting
equipment for this type of fire. The fire hazard in the
township of Pittsfield is critical in the extreme and if a fire
should start with the proper wind conditions I fear for the
safetv of our village. It happened in Rochester and it
could happen here. One portable pump is not enough.
These pumps can be used also outside the village for farm-
building fires where water supplies are always limited. We
need them for more adequate protection of our farm
properties.
I wish also to extend my appreciation to all the towns-





REPORT OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
The department answered 48 alarms during the year. This
figure included both still and bell calls. Most of our alarms
come through the box at the telephone office. It is absolute-
ly essential that those who call in this manner give the opera-
tor the correct location of the fire.
During 1947 Engine No. 4 was placed in operation. This
is equipped with a 50 foot extension ladder sufficiently long
to give access to any roof in town. This piece of apparatus
insures greater protection for our most valuable properties.
Throughout the emergency period of the fall of 1947 when
the surrounding towns were calling for aid, we answered all
calls wherever and whenever possible. In return they stood
ready to come to our aid should the need arise.
The sub-zero weather of the winter brought our most
unfortunate calls. We had a series of large fires under the
most difficult circumstances,—two of them within two hours
of the same night. Our hats are off to the Red Cross and
especially to Rev. Leonard Edwards and James C. McQues-
ten who showed up at all fires with hot coffee and assisted
in other ways. Thanks are due also to Fred W. Reed, who,
even at the expense of business, has at all times placed his
tank trucks at the department's disposal. Except for his
assistance we would not have saved such property as we did
at the Briggs fire.
The distances to many of our large estates situated beyond
water limits have been measured and we now have a record
of the exact amount of hose necessary to reach a given
location.
This year we have answered many calls for assistance at
building fires in surrounding towns. We do this on a
reciprocal mutual aid plan. We are pleased that we are
able to help others and we know that they will return the
favor when necessary. The Barnstead Department always
stands by while we are fighting a serious blaze. The depart-
ment called them for the Briggs fire and we thank Chief
Canfield and his men for their response. They are workers
all!
Some method should be worked out for clearing the fire
hydrants during the winter months. Our Department being
volunteer it is difficult to get men to shovel who know the
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locations. In some communities this work is divided one-
third to the Fire Department, one-third to the Highway
crews and one-third to the water company. Some similar
method should be adopted here.
Edward H. Burnham is attached to the Department as a
special police officer. At any fire he has the authority of a
regular officer. Follow his directions for safety and the
greater efficiency of the Department. We are pleased to
have his assistance. At the same time we regret the loss
of Deputy Chief George A. Brousseau who was forced by
ill health to resign January 1st, may a speedy recovery put
him back on the active list soon.
All replacement costs have rocketed 30 per cent and more
as has fuel and other costs. This makes necessary the
allocation of more money for the proper functioning of the
Department. But every penny spent brings back five in
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Paid to Officers $52,70
Paid to Special Justice 141.00
Paid to Town 233.80
Paid to Witnesses 8.00
Paid Guard 7.50








Pittsfield has been fortunate for the past eleven years in
having its own band. Organized by its present leader,
George E. Freese, Jr., in 1937, this musical unit has steadily
grown in popularity as well as membership.
Rehearsals are held weekly in their practice room at the
Globe Mfg. Co., usually starting in the early spring and
continuing throughout the summer. An accurate record of
attendance is kept at these practices, and this record is used
in determining the eligibility of each member for a trip,
which the band takes each year.
During the 1947 concert season, the Pittsfield Boys' Band
inaugurated a new request system, which was enthusiasti-
cally accepted. Also new last season was the community
singing, and musical frolic, which brought added interest
and laughter to all who atetnded.
Record crowds flocked to these summer concerts last year,
and much favorable comment has been noted from summer
residents as well as. from our own townspeople on the splen-
did job our home town boys are doing. Like Christmas
lighting in the holiday season this aggregation of talented
young people is one of Pittsfield's most memorable advertise-
ments.
DOUBLE YOUR CAUTION ON ICE AND IN FOG.
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REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
1947
In accordance with the desire of the Townspeople the
operation of the Police Department has been modified and
improved over what it has been in the past. Acting under
orders from the Board of Selectmen the officers of the De-
partment have patrolled the streets and by-ways of the Town
each night. Doors of all the business houses are tried each
night for security. Places of amusement are visited several
times during their busy hours. All fire calls are answered
with the Fire Department after five in the afternoon.
On special holidays extra officers have been needed and
they have been put on duty at strategic spots to assure better
protection of persons and property. During the fire ban
period the Halloween holiday was especially hazardous and
the Department wishes to express its sincere appreciation
for the fine co-operation and assistance given by the mem-
bers of the Fire Department. Thanks are also due the State
Police Department for valuable assistance rendered on re-
quest, needless to say our Department stands ready to repay
these assists in kind whenever it is possible for it to do so.
The installation of a silent call system will improve the
functioning of the Department but it cannot remove the
difficulties of protecting the outlying areas of the town or
of answering distant calls when patroling on foot. To date
therefore the real benefit of the work of the Department is
felt only in the two sections of town which comprise our
business district. Better means of travel seems to be the
only solution to this problem.
The following is a record of accomplishment for the year
ending December 31, 1947, taken from the files of the De-
partment at the Town Hall
:
Court sessions 17
Fines imposed by court 15
Prisoners detained 7
Calls answered 137
Trips to House of Correction 3
Trios to State Hospital 2
Trips to Margaret Pillsbury 1
Search warrants executed 2
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Writs served 11
Doors of business houses found open after
hours and reported 7
Keys found in locks and returned 3




Police Officers of Pittsfield.
REPORT OF AUDITORS
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of
the Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Selectmen, Tax Collector,
Overseer of the Poor, Trustees of Trust Funds, Library
Trustees and Forest Fire Warden of the Town of Pittsfield
for the fiscal year ending- December 31, 1947, and find them
correctly cast and properly vouched. Cash in hands of Town











Know Ye by The Presents
:
That this day, Saturday, November 8, 1947, the Selectmen
of Pittsfield, Samuel W. Marston, Chairman; Elwin B.
Hodgins, and E. Harold Young, in company with the Select-
men of Barnstead, John Emerson, Chairman ; and Frank
Holmes, guide, perambulated the Barnstead-Pittsfield town
line.
Beginning at a point marked by a stone two feet high
near a wire fence at the foot of a 10-inch pine, 20 feet south-
west of a 24 inch pine on the brow of a hill near the edge
of a ledge approximately 400 yards southeast of Adams
Pond, the line courses through the middle of Adams Pond
in a northwesterly direction. This first marker blazed in
1856, 1890, 1884, 1917, 1940 and in 1947 has the letter "S"
and 1947 painted in red paint. It is also the corner stone
of the Counties of Merrimack, Strafford and Belknap.
Go around Adams Pond to a point opposite on the north-
westerly end of the Pond and walk northwesterly approxi-
mately three-quarters of a mile, this course will take you over
a ridge sparcely wooded with gray birch, bushes and twenty-
year-old pines ; about fifty yards from a brook running west
at the beginning of a swamp a 15 inch pine constitutes the
second marker on this line. It is blazed with a "B" on its
easterly side as you approach it.
Return to the Old Province Road and continue toward the
Iron Bridge crossing the Suncook river, turn off the Prov-
ince Road onto the Merrill Road, so-called, to the left.
Follow the Merrill Road until you come to some very notice-
able shagbark hickory trees on the left, continue on through
a sand flat at the farther edge of which is the Rural Electri-
fication Association's pole No. 3/60 (three over sixty) ;
from this pole the wires swing directly across the travelled
way. Where these wires intersect the opposite ditch there
is an outcropping of rock directlv at the end of a stone wall
.which may be seen disappearing into the woodland on the
northwesterly side of the road. This outcropping of rock is
marked with an X 1898, 1910, 1926, 1933 and 47. This is
the third marker on this line.
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Mid way between the Merrill Road and the Roland Smith
Road there is a decaying bull pine which bears the marks of
many perambulations. Due to its unsound condition it was
thought best to abondon this mark.
After blazing the third marker referred to above return
to the Province Road and proceed as before toward the Iron
Bridge crossing the Suncook River and turn again to your
left on the road which leads to the Roland Smith farm and
the old Maxfield place. Pass through the woods on either
side of the travelled way and at the edge of the woods at
the end of the stone wall on the northwesterly side is a gray
granite boulder, moss grown with a bastard grain. It is
marked X and 1906, 1926, 1940 and 47. This is the fourth
marker on this line,—not counting the abandoned tree which
lay to the left of this road directly along the stone wall on
the southeasterlv side. From this point in the road when
standing in the middle of it you can just see the top of the
Smith house, almost due west over a low ridge.
Return to the Province Road and cross the river, turn
left and proceed along Route 28. Approximately a hundred
yards east of Edward Gray's house the line crosses Route
28 at right angles. This marker is a concrete diamond-
pointed post maintained by the State at the end of a stone
wall on the right hand side of Route 28 as you proceed
toward Pittsfield village. This is the fifth marker on this
line. From this point the line courses along the stone wall
and emerges at the north end of the cement bridge on the
Pittsfield-Laconia road, Route 107, at the farther end of the
Pittsfield town dump.
Proceed along Route 107 to the first left hand road lead-
ing to Shaw Pond, otherwise known as Lily Lake ; the line
crosses this road at the lowest point in this little valley and
bisect Shaw Pond continuing northwesterly. Turn right
on the road at the Ashley farm which runs along the crest
of the watershed of Shaw Pond, cross the brook at the foot
of the pitch—this brook is sometimes referred to as Kelley
Brook and is the outlet of Shaw Pond. Enter the field on
the right hand of the road and follow the fence and stone
wall, pass a lone pine and go through a barway. At this
point take a bearing and lay your course north-northeast.
Go approximately three hundred yards on boggy ground at
which point there is an arm of the meadow about fifty feet
wide filled with high-growing slough grass, cross this direct-
ly and turn right on the rising ground. At the far south-
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easterly end of this tiny peninsula the observer may look
directly down the valley across the middle of Shaw Pond.
At this point he will be within a few feet of a gray granite
boulder about two and a half cubic yards of which protrudes
above the ground. The sharp topmost edge of this large
stone runs southeast-northwest and coincides with the town
line at this point. This stone is marked with an X and 1905,
1912, 1933, 1940. 1947 is blazed on the westerly side of
the upper slope. This is the seventh marker on this line.
Return to the road and proceed to a barway which gives
upon a field road running to a sand pit. Drive past the
sand pit and through a field into a second field of smaller
size. Enter the woods at a point in the farther right hand
corner. Proceed in a northeasterly direction going down
grade to a natural dike which crosses a small valley. At
the easterly end of this dike alter course to the left about
thirty degrees and climb a rather steep pitch to a wire fence.
At this point there is a beech tree about 12 inches in diameter
and about ten feet beyond the fence, which courses south-
east-northwest. A broad arrow pointing southeast is blazed
on the southwest side of the beech tree. From this point
the observer may see the sharp line of a clearing in some
fifty year old growth to the northwest ; the cut over area is
in Barnstead, the thick stand of tall growth in Pittsfield.
This is the eighthjnarker on this line.
The last marker is situated in the pasture-land of the
Montgomery property, otherwise known as the Diamond
Slash ranch, this marker is the corner stone for the lines
of Pittsfield, Barnstead and Loudon respectively. Diligent
effort on the part of the perambulating party failed to turn
up this marker. After several hours of fruitless search it
was agreed by both Boards to return in the spring and re-
establish its location and install a suitable permanent monu-
ment.
It was further agreed that all markers which were not
fixed stones of such size as to make their obliteration almost









After nearly forty years the book for which E. P. Sander-
son set aside $5,000.00 in his will is systematically approach-
ing completion. Since last March when the project came
into my hands I have interviewed thirty-five or forty per-
sons whose memory is long and filled with interesting bits of
information on the human side of life in Pittsfield. I have
read and sifted the information contained in over two thou-
sand pages of manuscript diaries, town records, day books
of various businesses, ledgers and other records of pro-
fessional men who practiced in the environs of our Town.
Files of old newspapers have also been a source reflecting
the life of our community in its middle and later years.
In search of these people and papers I have traveled in
excess of 1200 miles.
Much more work is waiting to be done before the re-
search and compilation is completed but it is hoped that
before another year rolls around the volume will be well
on its way through the printers.
The big question which can only be answered by your
interest is how many copies to print. The business of dis-
tribution is the problem of your Town Officers. The book
will sell for five dollars, more or less, depending on various
factors of production. By using the attached memo and
remitting to the Town Treasurer two dollars and fifty cents
as a part payment (the balance to be due on delivery), the







Check ( ) M. O. ( )
I am enclosing $2.50 payable to the Treasurer of the Town
of Pittsfield, in advance part-payment for my copy Qf the
History of Our Town. I will pay balance on delivery. It
is understood that if delivery is not made the enclosed
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF PITTSFIELD
PART I. ADMINISTRATION and ORGANIZATION
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(b) Report of the Superintendent
As I prepare my annual report, I remind myself, as I
should like to remind you, that this is a report of YOUR
public schools, a vital part of our way of life. They must
be maintained at a high level of operation and efficiency if
we are to produce the educated, intelligent electorate so
essential to the preservation of our democracy. The fact
that our area is typical of 80% of our country should show
us that we cannot relax and rely on the large centers of
population to produce our future leadership.




Acquiring and maintaining a superior faculty continues to
be the most pressing problem. At no time this year have all
of the children in this Union been under the direction of
regularly assigned teachers. Some students have had as
many as four different teachers. Twenty-seven new teach-
ers of fifty-five in the Union were needed for the opening
of schools this past fall. Six additional vacancies have oc-
curred during the school year. Three additional teachers
were required to meet increased enrollments.
Despite the fact that the average district in this Union
raised its teachers an average of four hundred dollars over
a year ago, several very fine teachers were lost to schools,
both in and out of New Hampshire, paying four to six hun-
dred dollars more than was offered in this area. The con-
tinued inflationary trend has tended to offset this increase
which seemed such a forward step a year ago.
The shortage of teachers continues. New Hampshire in-
stitutions will graduate 167 teachers in June and, at this
time, 197 vacancies are known. Fortunately, teachers do
not seek salaries alone. With your help in providing ade-
quate housing facilities, in making teachers feel that they
are welcome members of the community, and bv supplying
them with equipment and pleasant places in which to work,
we have been able to secure for your children a fine corps
of teachers. Mothers' Clubs have helped materially. In-
terested parents mean a great deal to any teacher. In several
cases, former teachers have returned to help keep your
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schools operating. It is to be hoped that this fine group of
teachers can be retained for another year.
Buildings :
During the past year all districts have made some strides
in repairing and painting buildings neglected during the war
years. In two districts all class-rooms were redecorated.
Some floors were re-surfaced. New heating units were in-
stalled in two schools. Two districts provided additional
space. Four districts began to replace poor lighting and
one other district is prepared to start its program this year.
School Lunches:
Five of the six districts in this Union have Hot Lunch
Programs in operation. In one district this was made possi-
ble through the Mothers' Clubs soliciting six hundred dollars
for permanent equipment.
Text Books:
Text books, worn and outdated, since they could not be
replaced during the war years, are rapidly being discarded as
new text books can be selected and secured.
Transportation :
While transportation is being provided for all children
legally entitled to receive it, only one new vehicle was
secured during the entire year. However, of the twenty-
eight vehicles operating, only two can be considered to be
substandard, and both of these are operating on routes over
which it would be impractical to place better equipment so
long as the roads are as bad as they are.
Recommendations :
School Boards must continue to be provided with adequate
funds to attract qualified and capable teachers if instruc-
tional standards are to be kept high.
Parents and interested citizens must continue to press for
state and federal legislation in behalf of the schools.
Desirable living quarters must continue to be made avail-
able to teachers.
Minor repairs must continue to be made to restore long
neglected buildings to protect the buildings, as well as the
health and safety of the children.
Transportation facilities should be improved when equip-
ment becomes available.
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II. OUR LOCAL SITUATION
Teachers :
With the additional funds provided, it was possible to
secure a splendid corps of teachers for your children.
While some are without experience, all are devoting untold
hours to giving your children the best instruction within
their ability.
The generous help of citizens in making living quarters
available was no small factor in obtaining several teachers.
The reception by the Mothers' Council, the friendly co-
operation of parents and citizens have helped encourage your
teachers to do their best. No district has surpassed Pitts-
field in making the teachers feel a part of the community
and offering them real encouragement.
Buildings :
All of the rooms and hallways of the Memorial School
were painted in new pastel shades. A room on the first
floor, previously used for storage, was renovated and
equipped with modern lighting and put into use as an addi-
tional class-room. Toilet facilities on the first floor have
been relocated and improved. Additional units are being
installed on the main floor. Overloaded electrical circuits
and the increased lighting necessitated the replacing of
existing entrance switches and wires.
At the Grammar School, several fire preventive measures
were taken, including some rewiring and shielding of the
furnace. The large room on the second floor has been
abandoned and the ceiling in the room below has been
strengthened.
The High School roof was repaired to prevent ice from
backing up and leaking through. Two hatches were pro-
vided for entrances to the roof in case of fire. Four rooms
have been painted. All trim on the building was given two
coats of paint. Improved electrical wiring has been begun
in the revamped shop. A modern sound system has been
installed in the auditorium which should add to the pleasure
of our audiences at school affairs as well as provide the
pupils with a new form of educational equipment.
Lunch Room:
A hot lunch program in the High School, which seemed at
first to be an almost impossible project, is in operation, this
being accomplished by the worthy effort of a group of
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mothers and the generous contributions of many townsfolk,
and co-operation of certain merchants in obtaining the neces-
sary equipment.
Instruction :
Improved techniques of teaching have been under study
by all teachers and those deemed desirable are being adopted.
The moving-picture machine has been in use and other
audio-visual aids are gradually being introduced.
To the School Board, Mothers' Clubs, parents, interested
citizens and teachers, I should like to express my apprecia-
tion for their co-operation and encouragement.




A. Teachers as of February 1, 1948
Enroll-
Teacher Position Salary ment
High:
Paul K. Prescott Headmaster $3,600 240
Chellis Carville Music (grades 1-12) 2,200
Bettina Dalton Social Studies 400
Kenneth Devine English 2,200
George Guenard Science 2,000
Emelyn Krause Home Economics 2,200
John McKiernan English—High and Junior High 2,200
William Mulkeen Commerce 2,300
Emil Nawoj Science and Math—Junior High 2,200
Pearl Sibya Commerce 2,200
Florence Stone Math 2,400
Almon Webster Physical Education and History 2,400
Arthur W. Abbott Vocational Education 2,600
Grammar
:
Rachel Sherburne Principal and Grade 5 2,200 41
Howell Atwell Grade 6 and Phys. Ed. 2,200 36
Ida Fowler Grade 3 2,050 24
Lillian Tuttle Grades 2 and 3 2,050 23
Evelyn Frasier Grade 4 1,900 34
Memorial
:
Dora Page Principal and Grade IB 2,100 23
Harriet Ames Grade 1A 2,050 21
Flora Perkins Grade 11 2,050 25
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YOUR HORN WORKS. BUT DO YOUR BRAKES?
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PART III. FINANCE
A. Annual Report of District Treasurer
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1947
Cash on hand June 30, 1946
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $1,073.83
Received from selectmen
Appropriations for current year $50,396.71
Dog tax 360.00
Income from trust funds 1,612.83
Received from state treasurer 4,600.79
Received from all other sources 13,570.29
70,540.62
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
(Balance and Receipts) $71,614.45
Less School Board Orders Paid 70,911.79
Balance on Hand as of June 30, 1947
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $702.66




This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of the
treasurer of the school district of Pittsfield, N. H., of which
the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June







B. Financial Report of the School Board
For the Year Ending June 30, 1947
Receipts
State and Federal Aid:
Smith-Hughes and George Deen
federal aid for vocational
education $1,092.50
National school lunch 104.94
Equalization and (or) general aid 3,544.59
Income from Local Taxation
:
Support of schools, tuition, salaries
debt and interest, 1946-47 45,996.71
1947-48 1,000.00
Special appropriations 3,400.00
From Sources Other Than Taxation:
Dog licenses 360.00
Elementary school tuitions 85.05
Secondary school tuitions 10,968.80
Income from local trust funds 1,612.83
Receipts for school lunches 672.51
Other receipts 1,702.69
Total receipts from all sources $70,540.62
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1946 1,073.83
Grand Total $71,614.45
OUR CHILDREN ARE TO BE SEEN—NOT HURT.
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Payments
Total General High Elem.
Administration
:
Salaries of district officers $218.00 $218.00
Superintendent's excess salary 797.93 797.93
Tax for state wide supervision 800.00 800.00
Clerical assistants 1,514.94 1,514.94




Principals' and teachers' salaries 39,979.71 $19,573.95 $20,405.76













Other expenses of instruction 308.02
Operation of School Plant
:
Janitors' salaries 3,629.61
Fuel or heat 1,649.43
Water, light, janitors' supplies 2,265.21
Repairs and replacements 2,785.82
Auxiliary Activities
:
Health supervision, salaries 438.00




Drake Field 3,014.48 3,014.48
Fixed Charges
:
State retirement and other 363.08 363.08
Capital Outlay
Improvements to buildings 463.07 463.07
New equipment 436.41 436.41
Debt, Interest and Other Charges
:
Payments of principal of debt 3,000.00 3,000.00
Payments of interest on debt 748.00 748.00
Total Payments for all Purposes $70,911.79 $12,370.87 $26,264.49 $32,276.43
Total cash on hand at end of vear








Balance June 30, 1947 $702.66
Total Assets












Excess of assets oyer liabilities 41,597.34
Grand Total $702.66
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books and
other financial records of the school board of Pittsfield,
N. H., of which this is a true summary for the fiscal year








C. Return of District Revenue 1947
Support of Schools
:
School Board Budget of necessary
expenses of Instruction, Opera-







Salaries of district officers $500.00
Truant officer and school census 50.00
Superintendent's excess salary 875.00
$2 per capita tax for supervision 792.00
Payment of principal of debt 3,000.00
Payment of interest on debt 738.00
Other obligations imposed by law or





Deficiency appropriation 1946-47 1,000.00
Salary adjustment for teachers 1,900.00
3,400.00
Total amount of school board's budget
and special appropriations made
by district $82,939.00
Deduction for estimated income of
district from sources other than
current taxation 24,093.13
Amount to be raised by taxation for
budget and appropriations $58,845.87
Authorization to Incur Debt
:
Addition to High School for elementary school $80,000.00
$4,800 for architectual fee if Federal fund is not available.




I certify that the above is a correct statement of the obli-
gations authorized, and the amounts to be assessed to meet
statutory requirements and appropriations made at the




Clerk of School District.
July 11, 1947
*
To the State Board of Education:
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the finan-
cial proceedings of the district for 1947, and that copies of
this statement have been filed with the chairman of the




Chairman of School Board.
July 11, 1947
A LITTLE LIFE IS WORTH A LITTLE TIME
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D. SCHOOL BOARD'S ESTIMATE FOR 1948-1949
School Board's statement of amounts required to support public schools
and meet other statutory obligations of the district for the fiscal year be-
ginning July 1, 1948.






Other expenses of instruction
Janitor service
Fuel
Water, light, janitors' supplies







Salaries of district officers




Payment of district debt







Total amount required to meet School Board's Budge $94,270.00
Estimated Income of District
Balance June 30, 1948
State aid, December, 1948 $15,000.00
Federal aid, July, 1948 900.00
Dog tax 350.00
Income from Trust Funds 1,500.00
High school tuition receipts 9,000.00
Elementary school tuition receipts 1,000.00
Deduct total estimated income (above items)
Assessment required to balance School Board's Budget



































A. Statistics for the Year Ending June 30, 1947
High Elem. Total
Number of pupils registered 177 322 499
Average number of days school were
in session 338 338 338
Average membership 170.88 304.12 475.00
Aggregate half-days attendance 54,529 96,931 151,460
Per cent attendance 94.40 94.21 94.33
Pupils not absent nor tardy . 2 15 17
Cases of tardiness 489 179 668
Average number of tardinesses per
pupil 2.8 .56 3.36
Non-resident pupils 70 18 88
Pupils transported at district expense 59 59
Visits by superintendent 53 110 163
Visits by school board members 3 3
Visits by citizens 45 290 335
B. Census, September 30, 1947
Enumeration for Resident Children
Number of resident children 5 to 16
in local schools 402
Number of children 5 to 16 in high
schools outside the district
Number of children 5 to 16 in
elementary schools outside the district 3
Total number 5 to 16 in some school
Number 5 to 8 not in school 23
Number 8 to 14 not in school 1
Number 14 to 16 not in school 6




PART V. AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES AND
SPECIAL REPORTS
A. Report of the Headmaster, P. K. Prescott
September, 1947 to February, 1948
The Pittsfield High School was most fortunate in being
able to open in September with a full staff of competent
teachers, especially in view of the continuing shortage of
qualified teachers. It has been a pleasure to work with this
group who have so enthusiastically given of their time,
effort, and co-operation. The staff has been greatly pleased
and encouraged by the friendly welcome the people of the
town have given them. The splendid co-operation of the
townspeople in finding living quarters for the teachers was
particularly heartening.
No school can remain static. We feel that some forward
steps have been taken, but we also realize that some of our
efforts have met with little success and that much remains
to be done. We here list and briefly describe some projects
and changes undertaken by the school this year.
I. An Extension of the Non-Athletic Extra-Curricular
Program
(A) The School Paper
The continuation of the "Pittsfield Pepper" has been
undertaken by the Journalism Club. A Photo-Offset process
has been used to print the paper, resulting in an improved
appearance. Much enthusiasm has been aroused among the
student body for this project.
(B) The formation of a Photography Club has enlisted
the interest of a large number of students. A well equipped
dark room has been established for the use of the student
photographers and is used every afternoon.
(C) A Dramatics Club has been formed with a large
number of students engaging in play acting, stage designing
and management, and in the study of dramatics.
(D) Upon request of a number of students who are in-
terested in post secondary school education, a College Club
has been formed. The purpose of this club is to study the
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possibilities for higher education and to help prepare for
further schooling. Various trips and discussions will be a
part of the year's program.
(E) Devotees of outdoor sports have joined together to
form the Outing Club. This group is sponsoring the skat-
ing rink in Berry Park, and is engaging in a variety of out-
door sporting events.
(F) A number of Junior and Senior boys are learning
the skills involved in handling our visual aid equipment.
They have formed themselves into th^ Projection Club.
(G) Another group of pupils are learning various types
of handicrafts in the newly formed Hobby Craft Club. So
far, those people have worked mostly with plastics and
leather.
All the foregoing activities are conducted during the so-
called Activity Period. This period is made available, dur-
ing the school day, twice a week by the rearrangement of
the daily schedule.
II. Athletic Activities
This year has been no great departure from the usual
pattern of athletics. We competed at the Deerfield Fair in
both baseball and boys' and girls' track, winning both the
baseball and the track. Our fall girls' volleyball team won
the League Championship. Our boys' Cross Country team
competed in a number of meets, but did not have too
successful a season from the standpoint of winning. At
present, both our girls' and boys' basketball teams appear to
be having a most successful season.
To help support athletics in this school, a Varsity Club
has been formed. Membership in this club is open to any
boy or girl who has won his or her varsity letter in any
inter-scholastic sport. This club conducted a very successful
County Fair, the purpose of which was to raise funds for
our Athletic Program.
III. Miscellaeous Activities
(A) The Hot Lunch Program.
Probably the main accomplishment of the year will be
the Hot Lunch Program. At the present time 180 students
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are being served daily. To our Mothers' clubs goes most
of the credit for this accomplishment. They sponsored the
project and raised a large amount of money for the purchase
of necessary equipment. Many other persons contributed
of their time and efforts in building lunchroom tables, help-
ing secure equipment, and so forth. To all those who so
unselfishly helped, the students of the school wish to ex-
press their appreciation.
(B) A new stage curtain, purchased from student funds,
was recently erected.
(C) Because of the poor acoustics of the auditorium,
a new public address system was purchased and permanently
installed. It is believed that this will add greatly to audience
enjoyment in the auditorium.
(D) The purchase of a combination radio-phonograph,
record cutter and public address machine has proven to be
a very valuable aid to our total educational program. This
is being used in speech classes, for music appreciation, and
for listening to educational broadcast programs.
(E) A large moving picture screen has been purchased
and installed on the stage. This is of a size suitable for the
auditorium and will be an improvement in our visual
aid program.
There area number of additional projects which we hope
to have completed by the end of the present school year.
Material has been ordered for the making of drapes for all
the auditorium windows. These drapes will improve the
looks of the auditorium., will serve as black-out curtains for
moving picture projection, and will improve the acoustics
of the auditorium. A number of mothers have offered to
help the Home Economics Department in making these
drapes.
Material has been ordered and plans are under way for
the building of new lockers for both the girls' and boys'
locker rooms. These lockers are to be equipped with com-
bination padlocks.
Our Shop Department, Home Economics, and. the
Dramatics Club are working together to improve the facili-
ties of the stage for dramatic productions. Plans have been
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made for the construction of modern scenery, for arrang-
ing more adequate lighting, and for the more efficient use





Report of School Nurse, Doris H. Drolet, R. N.
From July 1, 1946 to June 30, 1947
Number of visits to schools 518
Number of children examined by nurse 1,337
Number of children given class-room inspection 494
Number of children excluded from school 9
Number of children treated at tonsil clinic 3
Number of children accompanied to oculist and
optometrist 20
Number of interviews with parents 181
Number of treatments in school 422
Number of treatments in home 133
Number of children attending orthopedic clinic 1
Number of children attending toxoid clinic 69
Number of children given T. B. skin test 181
Number of children X-rayed (chest) 10
Time given school work (half days) 135
""* Under
Affected Corrected treatment
Underweight (10 per cent) 7 14
Defective vision 27 47
Defective hearing 7 2 1
Defective teeth 318 152
Temporary 92
Permanent 226
Enlarged Tonsils 30 6
Orthopedic 3 12
Posture 12 3 4
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Cases of Communicable Diseases
Chicken pox 17 Whooping cough 2
Mumps 4 Infantile paralysis 1
Scarlet fever 11 Pediculosis 6
Measles 1
Only three children attended the tonsil clinic, as we had
poliomyelitis in the state and the tonsil clinics were post-
poned. The State Board of Health nurse, assisted by our
local doctors held two toxoid clinics during the year and
sixty-nine school and preschool children attended the clinic.
During the year twenty children have been taken to oculists
and optometrists to have their vision corrected. The most
of the children found with defective hearing have had
medical care or are under treatment. The T. B. skin test
was given to 181 children and ten of the children reacted to
the test and were X-rayed, but with no defects. These tests
were given through the N. H. T. B. Association under the
supervision of their nurse. We plan, in the coming year,
to do more for the children in regard to dental work. The
milk lunch is a great help to the children. We have had an
epidemic of grippe during the vear, but very few com-
municable diseases. We wish to express our appreciation
to parents, teachers, school officials, and different organi-
zations for their kind co-operation with the school health
programs.
C. Drake Fie'ld
Report of the Directors of the Playground for 1947
The Drake Field Playground opened June 30 under the
supervision of Miss Norma Moulton and Mr. James T.
Kelley. Attendance was somewhat retarded during the
initial week due to various church summer schools being in
session. After this week, however, the boys and girls of
all ages began to pour in. It was decided early in the sum-
mer that the equipment on hand was inadequate to supply
the number of participants. The supervisors were instruct-
ed to purchase such equipment as they deemed necessary.
During the course of the summer, approximately $150 was
spent to supplement the equipment on hand. Baseballs,
softballs, badminton sets, bats, games and various other
items were brought in.
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An older boys' baseball team and a younger boys' softbal!
team were organized. A number of games were played with
Camp Kawaukee both at Drake Field and at the camp.
The playground closed the third week in August with a
field day meet. Competition was keen in all sporting events,
and a grand time was enjoyed bv all. The day closed with
a masquerade of the younger children under the management
of Miss Moulton.
The supervisors wish to express their gratitude to the
citizens of Pittsfield for their interest and co-operation. We
sincerely hope that you will find it possible to allot more




YOU ARE LICENSED TO DRIVE, NOT KILL.
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Schools close at 1 :00 P. M.
Thanksgiving Recess—Schools closed





Schools close for spring vacation at 3 :3j3 P. M.
Schools reopen
Memorial Day—Schools closed
Schools close for summer vacation
(Days lost on account of bad weather will be made up
















PART VII. WARRANT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
MEETING
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Pittsfield, N. H., qualified to vote in the district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Greenleaf Audi-
torium in the High School building in said district on the
20th day of March, at 2 :00 o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the en-
suing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the District.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or officers heretofore chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in rela-
tion to any subject embraced in this Warrant.
8. To see if the District will vote to make any alteration
in the amount of money required to be assessed for the en-
suing year for the support of public schools and the payment
of the statutory obligations of the District, as determined by
the School Board in its annual report.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen hundred dollars ($1500) for the purchase
of new equipment.
10. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
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GEORGE E. FREESE, JR.,
School Board.




GEORGE E. FREESE, JR.,
School Board.
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING, BUT DOES
THE OTHER FELLOW?
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Births Registered in the Town of Pittsfield for the year ending Dec. 31, 1947
Date of
Birth






































































































































F. L. Leo Joseph Bergeron
F. L. Willie Joseph Murphy
M. L. Ralph Arthur Blackey
M. L. Donald C. Riel
M. L. Edward R. Genest
F. L. William Manners Wood
F. L. Clyde P. Place
M. L. Allen P. Barton
M. L. Armand W. Riel
F. L. James O. Mobbs
M. L. Richard A. Jenisch
F. L. Eldon M. Heath
M. L. Wallace W. Locke
F. L. Robert L. Rothwell
M. L. John L. Miller, Jr.
F. L. Joseph A. Scarlett
M. L. Alpha Vien
M. L. Fred S. Dow
F. L. Kingston L. Ricker
M. L. Maurice Louis Mayotte
M. L. Leslie Goodwin Ordway
F. L. Warren J. Riel
M. L. Dennis Edward Murphy
F. L. Orvis Wayne Sharp
M. L. Ralph L. Smith
F. L. Floyd N. Osborne
F. L. Fred Charles Blackman
M. L. Antonio J. Sylvain
F. L. Wendell Minot Osgood
F. L. Leo A. Aubertin
M. L. Charles H. Young, Jr.
M. L. David E. Barton
M. L. John Nichols
M. L. Anthony F. Jagemann
M. L. Arnold S. Purtell
F. L. Archie F. Rogers
M. L. Arthur Fred Constant
M. L. Donald William Riley
M. L. Arthur Leonard Beard
F. L. Earl Y. Cate, Jr.
M. L. George Eliot Quinn
M. L. James D. Simeoni
M. L. Warren D. Reed
M. L. William M. Watson
F. L. Paul S. Smith
F. L. Warren E. Nutter
F. L. Charles W. Jowdero
F. L. Russell Wallace Emerson
M. L. Elwin L. Bartlett
M. L. Phillip E. Plante
F. L. Alfred Harvey Vien
M. L. John S. Potter
M. L. James T. Kelley
M. L. Richard Albert Brooks
M. L. Harrison H. Leduc
F. L. George F. A. McClary
F. L. Lionel D. Drolet
F. L. Alvah Griffin Robinson
M. L. Marshall H. Dougherty









































































Sept. 1 Carol Ann Foss
2 Roland V. Shonyo
4 Shirley Mae Vien
13 Gary Maurice St. Laurent
13 Mary Lou Riel
15 Brenda Joyce Amadon
19 Donna Marie Greene
24 Larry Paul Miller
Oct. 1 John Brian Osborne
6 Gary Leigh Charpentier
6 Eugene Holden Philbrick
16 David Myrton Komisarek
27 Juanita G. Derby
Nov. 5 Kenneth Elwyn Moulton
10 Kathryn Paula Knowlton
10 Robert Lee Corliss
17 Shirley Norma Evans
18 Paula Anne Burbank
19 Dennis William Lemay
19 Douglas Thayer Prescott
27 Elizabeth Madeliene Gilbert
28 Nancy Dale Nichols
Dec. 1 Bruce Kenneth Barton









































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct according to the best of
my knowledge and belief. •
ROBERT W. MCALLISTER, Town Clerk.
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Feb. 8 Harold Earl Moulton 26
Barnstead
Velma Virginia Gray 25
Feb 27 Fred Charles Blackman 22
Concord
Florette Adeline Smith 23
Mar. 5 David Loren White 26
Pittsfield
Anne Marie McCarthy 23
Mar. 22 Albert Edward Rogers 20
Barnstead
Lucille Edna Davis 20
Apr. 5 Albert Dana Morse, Jr. 21
Pittsfield
Eleanor May LeDuc 18
Apr. 8 Harold R. Pickering 21
Brattleboro, Vt.
Meredith Drew 20
Apr. 17 Plummer Stanwood Shaw 57
Hopkinton
Florence I. H. Thorpe
Apr. 19 Harvey Leon Green
Chichester
Jean Louise Hutchinson
June 7 Stanley Bernard Lacey
Pittsfield
Mildred Eunice Dodge










Pittsfield Edward P. Moulton
Adelie F. Cram
Barnstead Leslie M. Gray
Virginia Shonyo
Concord Walter C. Blackman
Sarrah Cutting
Concord Harry P. Goodsell
Florida LaBain
Pittsfield Ira H. White
Marion Soy
S. Wales Timothy McCarthy
Catherine O'Flynn
Pittsfield George A. Rogers
Beatrice I. Coughlin
Barnstead Albert C. Davis
Helen Brown




Pittsfield Ralph E. Pickering
Margaret Hogencamp
Brockton, Mass. John B. Drew
Helen Wilde




June 14 Richard Arthur Goodfield 19
E. Rochester
Cliftine Alfreda Emerson 17
June 18 Carl Kenneth Orne
Pittsfield
Jeannine Theresa Toungny 18
June 21 George Burleigh Small 21
Pittsfield ,





















Worcester, Mass. Homer E. Tourigny
Evelyn LaRose
Manchester John Wm. Small
Florence Arlin









1 Rev. L. P. Edwards
Clergyman
1 Pittsfield
1 John W. Shonnley
Justice of the Peace
2 Concord
1 Rev. H. P. Blanchard
Catholic Priest
1 Pittsfield
1 Richard B. Carlton
Minister of the Gospel
1 Pittsfield
1 Richard B. Carlton
Minister of the Gospel
1 Pittsfield
1 R. P. Bartlett
Baptist Minister
1 Brattleboro, Vt.
2 Millard D. Webster
Clergyman
2 Hopkinton
1 Rev. H. F. Parker
Clergyman
1 Chichester
1 Mayland P. Foss
Justice of the Peace
1 Pittsfield
1 Rev. H. F. Parker
Clergyman
1 Chichester
1 J. Robert Freg'inza
Methodist Minister
1 E. Rochester
1 Mayland P. Foss
Justice of the Peace
1 Pittsfield





















June 22 Earl Arthur Warren 21
Alton
Amy Louise Johnson 17
June 27 Cleon Roger Plante 24
Pittsfield
Ruth Ross Golden 35
July 6 George Washington Dow 21
Seabrook
Eleanor Marjorie Dow 20
July 18 Wallace H. Russell 27
Manchester
Beulah M. Hilliard 30
July 19 Paul E. Brewster 27
Pittsfield
Barbara T. Kelley 21
July 26 Gilbert Seward Paige 20
Pittsfield
June Wood Remington 18
Aug 2 Richard George Shaughnessy 23
Pittsfield
Olive Mae Bouchard 24
Aug. 4 Harold Bernard Robie 43
Pittsfield
Bessie Josephine Schick 65
Sept. 24 Perley F. Brown 56
Chichester
Jessie L. Kardinal 56
Oct. 2 Eliot N. Fernald, Jr. 23
Portsmouth
Doris Wood 19
Oct. 4 Leonard S. Riel 19
Pittsfield
Joan Harriet Trace 18
Oct. 11 George Edward Flanders 19
Pittsfield
Marilyn Teresa Davis 19
Oct. 12 Donald Frank Willey 21
Concord
















































































1 W. Douglas Swaffield
Clergyman
1 Alton
2 Rev. L. P. Edwards
Minister
2 Pittsfield
1 Madeline A. O'Brien
2 Justice of the Peace
2 Seabrook
1 William J. Setzer
Minister
1 Manchester
1 Rev. L. P. Edwards
Minister
1 Pittsfield
1 Rev. L. P. Edwards
Minister
1 Pittsfield
1 Rev. H. A. Blanchard
Catholic Priest
1 Pittsfield
1 Mayland P. Foss
Justice of the Peace
3 Pittsfield
2 Rev. H. F. Parker
Clergyman
3 Chichester
1 Robert H. Dunn
Clergyman
1 Portsmouth
1 Rev. H. A. Blanchard
Catholic Priest
1 Pittsfield
1 Rev. H. A. Blanchard
Catholic Priest
1 Pittsfield





















Oct. 19 Herman Augustus Towle
Chichester
Norma Lois Frenette
Oct. 23 George Newton Lucey
Pittsfield
Ruth Wood
Oct. 27 Burley B. Brock
Pittsfield
Marie Theresa Perrin
Nov. 23 Robert J. Willoughby
Pittsfield
Leona I. Nolan
Nov. 29 Wesley Frank St. Laurent
Manchester
Bertha Isabelle Vien
Nov. 29 Eugene V. Frenette
Nashua
Isabel Smith













































1 Rev. H. F. Parker
Clergyman
1 Chichester
1 Mayland P. Foss
Justice of the Peace
1 Pittsfield
3 V. Ellwood Trace
Justice of the Peace
1 Pittsefild
1 Rev. L. P. Edwards
Minister
1 Pittsfield
1 Nicholas J. Cotakis
Justice of the Peace
2 Pittsfield
1 Rev. John Pitts
Catholic Priest
2 Nashua
1 Mayland P. Foss
Justice of the Peace
2 Pittsfield
I hereby certify that the above return is correct according to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
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Adams, Mary E. and Susan B.
1/16 acre, 2 Green St. $2,800.
3 acres, land and build-
ings, Fairview Ave. 5,000.




1 acre, Ingalls Land, near
Quaker Cemetery
20 acres, Ingalls farm,
near Berry Pond Rd.
Exemption
Total Value
Adams, Gertrude F. & James D.
45 acres, Res. Campbell












30 acres, Dow & Barton
land, Berry Rd. $200.00
15 acres, Res. Heywood









100 acres, Monast Farm,












74 acres, Jenness lot,
Goose Pond
}i acre, Res. Eastman
Place, Tilton Hill Rd.
J/2 acre, Norlin land,
Tilton Hill Rd.
























17 acres, Res. Loudon
New Rd. $3,800.00,
Total Value
Adams, Mabel E. and
Davis, Harriet R.




J/j$acre, V* Walker Robin-
son House, 12 Man-
chester Rd. $3,300.00
Total Value
Ashley, Gordon A. & M. Jane
Vi acre Res. Concord Rd. $1,000.00
2 acres, Millbury land,
Concord Rd. ' 150.00
Total Value
Ashton, Bertha A.




Aubertin, Girard J. and
Harriet D.














Aubertin, Ezra, Jr., and
Doris L.
1^4 acre, Res. 24 Watson
St. $3,400.00
4 acres, Temple Field,
River St. 200.00




Res. Leavitt Rd., l l/2 acre,
more or less $600.00
Total Value
Avery, Clara F. and
John E.
y2 acre, Res., Catamount
St. $2,400.00
2 acres off Catamount St. 200.00
Total Value
Avery, Helen C. and Fred
14 acre, Res. and lot,
20 Manchester St. $3,000.00
Total Value
Avery, Lizzie B.
3 acres, Res. Barnstead
Rd. $2,800.00
Total Value
Ayles, Kathryn F. and
Kenard F.
162 }/2 acres, Dan Locke
Place, Concord Rd. $3,000.00
Total Value
Barton, David
6 acres, Res. 1 S. Main
St. $4,500.00
Cows 1,625.00
75 Acres, Cram Pasture,
Tilton Hill Rd. 400.00
30 acres, Kent lot, Clough
Rd. 150.00
Timber 650.00
75 acres, Emerson Pasture,
Tilton Hill Rd. 300.00
Timber 100.00
50 acres, Durgin and
True lot, Tilton Hill Rd. 200.00
40 acres, Sanborn lot,
Clough Rd. 125.00
100 acres, Morrill
Pasture, Thompson Rd. 600.00
80 acres, Winslow lot,
Lovers Lane 200.00
Timber 50.00
25 acres, Ross land,











50 acres, Walker lot,
Ingalls Rd.




J/2 acre, land and build-
ings, 2 River St. $2,800.00
Total Value
Bartlett, Annie H. and
Jesse A.













V% acre, Freese Block,
12-16 Depot St. $6,500.00
Stock in trade 4,500.00
2 acres, 20 Crescent St. 2,800.00
Total Value
Barton, Allan P.
10 acres, Res. Emerson
farm, South Pittsfield $1,700.00
Cows 400.00
Total Value
Barton, Allan P. and
Kenneth F.
20 acres, Brown land





% x/2 acres, Cram place,
Berry Pond Rd. $1,200.00
Total Value
Batchelder, Benjamin F. and
Florence D.




















Stock in trade 1,000.00
Total Value
Berkson, Barney
Land and building $5,000.00
Stock in trade 2,500.00
Total Value
Berry, Maude A.
i/2 acre, Res. Ring place,
8 Blake tS. $3,800.00
Total Value
Bickford, Lizzie J. and
Fowler, Ida M.
Y% acre, Res. 5 Blake
St. $2,800.00
Total Value
Bishop, Theodore O. and
Jeanette A.








Bockus, George N. and
Lois E.





Corner Depot and Carroll
Stock in trade $400.00
Total Value
Blanchard, Wesley L. and
Doris E.

















Stock in trade $1,500.00
Total Value
Bouchard, Dozilva M. and
Vera A.
3 acres, Res. 18 Berry
Ave. $3,000.00
Total Value
Bouchard, Frank E. Heirs
»4 acre, Bouchard place,
20 Catamount St. $2,800.00
1/16 acre, Bouchard
place, 1 Spruce St. 1,200.00
Total Value
Bouchard, Edgar D. and
Doris M.
Watson St., lot $100.00
Y% acre, Wood place,
1 Watson St. 1,800.00
Total Value
Bouchard, Hervey E.





Y-2 acre, Concord Rd.,
Res. $1,200.00
5 acres, South side of
Concord Rd. 500.00
Total Value
Boyd, Edna M. and Ogden H.




Vs acre, Res. 79 Joy St. $3,600.00
A acres, Dustin Field,



















1/16 acre, Greene Block,
6-12 Carroll St. $5,000.00
1/16 acre, Greene Cottage,









65 acres, Res. Maurice













1/16 acre, Res. 5 Frank-
lin St. $2,000.00
Total Value
Brousseau, Euclid J. and
Rose A.
Y% acre, Tenement House,
12 Watson St.
Total Value
Brown, Freeman A. and
Edith A.






y-i acre, Res. French Hill $1,100.00
1/16 acre, Randolph land,


















2/5 acre, land and build-
ings, 17 Manchester St. $4,000.00
4,000.00Total Value
Buffum, John S.
65 acres, Hilliard land,
Lane Rd. $500.00
7 acres, Dow land, Dow-
boro 100.00





Buffum, Mary B., Heirs
y2 acre, land and build-
ings, 15 Manchester St. $4,500.00
Total Value
Burbank, Donald G.
17 acres, Mcintosh land,
Lovers Lane $150.00
Total Value
Burbank, Kenneth A. and
Ruth M.
y-i acre, Res. 13 Chestnut
St. $3,500.00
Garage in rear 600.00
1 acre, Whittaker Place,











Burns, Laurent G. and
Marion A.
2 acres, Res. Loudon Rd. $900.00
Total Value 900.00
Bussieres, Willard E.
V% acre, Tenement House
9 Watson St. $1,800.00
Total Value 1,800.00
Cameron, Frank F. and
Grace M.
















5 acres, Carson land and













Catamount Grange No. 97
1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 6 Elm St. $2,000.00
Total Value
Chagnon, George, Jr., Est.
6 acres, Laplante Farm,
Ingalls Rd. $600.00
4 acres, Green field,
Ingalls Rd. 200.00
4 acres, Walker fields,
Ingalls Rd. 200.00
10 acres, Quimby field,
Ingalls Rd. 150.00
26 acres, Prescott land,
Ingalls Rd. 100.00
Timber 100.00








4 acres, Part Calvin Joy
Farm, Loudon Rd. $600.00
Total Value
Chagnon, Arthur C. and
Casey A.




%y2 acres, Joy land, North-




























1/16 acre, y2 Merrill
House, Chestnut St. $1,400.00
Total Value
Charpentier, Angeline






















































Clark, Morely N. and Pauline


















24 acre, Res. and lot,
24 Catamount St. $3,500.00
Total Value
Conner, Mildred M. and
Ralph W. and Esty,
Marion C.
Yz acre, Res. Connor
Place, Upper City Rd. $2,200.00
Total Value
Constant, Clarice Z. and
Arthur F.
30 acres, Hutchins lot,
South Main St. $150.00
34 acre, Res. French Hill 2,500.00
30 acres, Green lot,
Sargent Rd. 150.00
Timber 200.00





3/16 acre, Res. and lot









y2 acre, Res. 18 Bridge
St. $3,800.00
32 acres, Porter lot,










1% acre, Res. Concord
Rd. $3,000.00
17 acres, Durgin land,
near Fair Ground 200.00
Timber 100.00







Tract on North Side of
Berry Ave. $200.00
Total Value
Curtis, Maurice F. and
Evelyn
10 acres, Gordon Place,





Stock in Trade 500.00
Total Value
Daniels, Abbie D.




1/6 acre, garage, Concord
St. $4,000.00
Stock in Trade 2,000.00
Mills and machinery 250.00
Total Value
Danis, Gilbert J. & Rose E.
24 acre, Res. Berry
Place, 23 Main St. $6,000.00
Total Value
Danis, Joseph H.
*4 acre, tenement house,
24 Concord St. $3,500.00
1/16 acre, tenement house,
4 Smith St. 1,000.00
1/16 acre, tenement house,
20-24 Water St. 3,000.00
1/16 acre, Block, 14-18
Water St. 4,500.00
Stock in Trade 3,500.00
Total Value
Danis, Kenneth M.















54 acre, Frennette Place,











Davis, Erne M, and Nelson H.
Ya acre, Res. Concord Rd. $2,200.00
7 acres, Osier Field,























Dodge. Gladys E. and
William H.














4 acres, Morrill land,
Berry Rd.
















20 acres, Leavitt lot,
Eaton Pond 50.00
Timber 50.00
9 acres, Berry Meadow,
Eaton Pond 50.00
135 acres, Sargent pasture,
Berry Rd. 400.00





Dow, John A., Heirs
l/& acre, tenement house,
Tilton Hill Rd. $1,500.00




% acre, Res. 4 Depot. St. $4,000.00
Total Value
Doughty, Sidney C.







4 acres, undivided 2/3 wood
lot near Quaker Ceme-
tery $70.00
12 acre, undivided 2/3





4 acres, undivided 1/3 wood
lot near Quaker
Cemetery $35.00
10 acres, Harvey pasture,
Harvey Rd. 200.00





\ l/2 acre, Clark, Harvey
Rd. $100.00
28 acres, Res. Clark
Farm, Harvey Rd. 1,400.00
Total Value
Drew, Virginia M.
























Drolet, Florida R. and
Osee J.




1/16 acre, Res. Drolet
Place, 23 River St. $1,800.00
% acre, land and build-
ings 10-12 Elm St. 4,000.00
Stock in Trade 1,500.00
Total Value
Drolet, Rodolph C.
10 acres, Marston land,
near Fairground $200.00
30 acres, Kaime lot, near
Fairground 200.00




1/16 acre, Ashton Place,
8 Watson St. $1,700.00
Total Value
Drolet, Romeo and Doris S.




90 acres, Res. Perkins





Dubuc, Alfred E., Heirs
fin 1947 to Alice E.,
Probate Heir)
JA acre, Res. 30 Chestnut $2,400.00
Total Value
Durant, Herbert S.













1 acre, land and buildings,
15 and 17 So. Main St. 3,500.00
Total Value
Dustin, Ellen
iy2 acres, Sackett Place,
18 Chestnut St. $2,700.00
Total Value
Dustin, Herbert W.
50 acres, Perkins lot,
west of W. E. Smith $200.00
% acre, Batchelder Block,
34-38 Main St. 8,000.00
Added October 31, 1947 500.00
y2 acre, tenement house,
29 Main St. 7,000.00
1/16 acre, Garland Block,
36-38 Chestnut St. 3,500.00









9 acres, Deering land,
Loudon Rd.









Durcharme. Dolphis J. and
Flora M.
60 acres, Paul C. Lane
Farm, Norris Rd. $3,500.00
Total Value
Eaton, Ava R.




Eaton, Willie H., Estate
Res. 6 Depot St. $4,200.00
Total Value
Ely, William B.
60 acres, Res. Bartlett













Emerson, Delia M. and
Richard C.
24 acre, Davis land,
Berry Rd. $40.00





Emerson, George D. H., Heirs
8 acres, Goss Meadow,
Tilton Hill Rd. $150.00
*/i acre, undivided Y-z Bee-
hive Block, 3-7 Park St. 1,800.00
18 acres, Res. Tilton
Hill Rd. 4,500.00




Stock in Trade 1,000.00
Total Value
Emerson, George S.
34 acres, Emerson lot,
East Tan Rd. $200.00
35 acres, Eaton lot,
east W. B. Ely's 200.00




Emerson, Harriet T., Heirs

































Res., 9 acres, camp,
Tucker Rd.
Total Value
Emery, Maude B., Heirs




V% acre, Res. 75 Joy St. $1,800.00
$2,000.00
Total Value
Epling, Harold W. and
Margaret S.
*4 acre, Adams Place,
17 Elm St. $5,500.00
• Total Value
Erickson, Evelyn L.









40 acres, Res. Emerson




J4 acre, Green land,
Berry Rd. $1,000.00
Total Value
Ferguson, Eralsey C. and
Gertrude
10 acres, Alexander
Place, Tilton Hill Rd. $1,600.00
10 acres, Gale Farm,
Tilton Hill Rd. 3,000.00
65 acres, Res. Cram
























l/% acre, Res. 32 Carroll
St. $2,700.00
Total Value
Fischer, Ethel W. K.
Yt acre, Res. 86 Main St. $3,500.00
Valuation Inventory Valuation
Foss, John H.











\y2 acres, Res. Fairview
Rd. $3,000.00
H acre Green Land, Fair-
view Rd. 100.00
3 acres Grant Field 150.00
Total Value
Fontaine, Euclid O. and
Juliet P.
15 acres, Perry Place,
Tilton Hill Rd. $2,400.00
Total Value
Forbes, Anna T.




% acre, Res. 2 Blake St. $3,600.00
Total Value








Foss, Edric S. and
Gertrude E.




50 acres, Res. Niles














1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 22 Bridge St. $2,400.00




Yi acre, land and build-
ings, 6 Green St. $3,800.00
1/16 acre, Niles Block,
3-7 Chestnut St. 4,500.00
Y% acre Blacksmith Shop,
Fayette St. 1,000.00
2 acres, Fletcher Place,
Barnstead Rd. 3,000.00
Yt acre, Farmer Garage 4,000.00
9 acres, Goss Field and
pasture, Barnstead Rd. 1,000.00
1 acre, land, Route No. 28,
old town dump 300.00
8 acres, Ames Field, Barn-
stead Rd. 400.00
Yt acre, Res. 21 Main St. 7,000.00
Total Value
Freiwald, R. Fritz




French, E. W., Heirs
112 acres, True Norris











French, Hilda S. and
Owen L.
9 acres, Augherton Place


















1 acre, Res. 92 Main St. $4,000.00
Total Value
French, Scott P.
Y% acare, Res. 7 Berry
Ave. $2,600.00
Total Value
Frenette, Arthur J. and
Katherine







1/16 acre, tenement house,
8 Park St. $2,000.00
Total Value
Frenette, Clayton A. and
Viola X.






1/16 acre, Perkins House,
21-25 Crescent St. $2,000.00
Total Value
Frenette, Clayton A. and
Viola N.
20 acres, Reynolds
Pasture, Xorris Rd. $200.00
Timber 250.00
Total Value
Frenette, Hattie B., Heirs
50 acres, Merrill Farm,




























Geddes, Walter R. and
Glenna M.




Genest, Grace and Xapolean
Res. Griffin Place, Con-
cord St. $2,000.00
Total Value
Genest, Henry and Edith L.
Ya, acre, Concord Hill,
land and buildings $2,400.00
Mill and machinery 5,000.00
Total Value
Genest, Lucien E. and
Marion A. $3,800.00
Lot on Xew Loudon Rd. 200.00
Exemption 1,000.00
Total Value
Genest, Ovila F. and
Irene M.



















Gilmore, Bessie V. and
Lewis D.
1/3 acre, land and buildings,
Carroll St. and Cram
Ave. $5,000.00
1/16 acre, Res. 15 Park 3,000.00
Total Value
Gilmore, Gerald R.

















1 acre, land, Carroll St. $2,500.00
Mills and machinery 15,000.00




1/16 acre, land and build-





ment, 10 Chestnut St. $2,000.00
1/10 acre, Buffum Block,
17-19 Carroll St. 8,500.00
Stock in Trade 5,000.00
5 acres, Purcell land,
Shaw Rd. 25.00








8 acres Prentiss land $150.00
3 acres, Res. Odiorne Rd. 2,000.00
Total Value
Graeme, Clarence A.
4 acres, Res. Gilmore




54 acre, Hast Place,
40 Chestnut St. ' $1,200.00
Total Value
Gray, Edward A. and
Ada M.




Gray, Hilda I. and
Walter A.
























1/6 acre, Marston House,
70 Main St. $3,800.00
18 acres, Welch land,
Barnstead Rd. 250.00
3 acres, Res. 39 Main St. 6,000.00
Total Value
Grenier, Ernest I and Rose A.
1/16 acre, Res. 19 River
St. $1,900.00
St. Jean lot, 21 River St. 100.00
Total Value
Griffin, Alvah J., Estate
Y% acre, 2 tenements,
74-76 Main St. $2,500.00




Stock in trade $6,500.00
Total Value
Griswold, Emily B.
100 acres, Berry Farm,




54 acre, Res. Sanderson
Block, 7 Depot St. $4,500.00
Exemption 1,000.00
Total Value
Grover, Leon W and
Violet H.
3 J/2 acres, Griffin Land,
Barnstead Rd. $100.00
5 acres, Hillsgrove Land,
Barnstead Rd. 100.00
2 acres, Res. Gray Place,
Barnstead Rd. 2,400.00
Total Value


























Hall, Celina C. and
Edmund A.






116 acres, Res. Locke
Farm, Governor's Rd. $1,200.00
Total Value
Hall, Earle J.
2 acres, Res. Tilton Hill
Rd. $2,200.00
Total Value
Hall, Walter E. and
Nellie A.




Harper, Ernest S. and
Constance














1/16 acre, Res. OVBarton
Block, 30 Main St. $4,500.00

















Dennett Land, Lyford Hill 400.00
Hen House off Watson St. 100.00
Total Value
Heywood, Archie W.
l/2 acre, Res. 6-8 Bridge
St. $2,800.00
Total Value
Heywood, William C. and
Una G.








Y% acre, Res. and tenements,
21-23 Watson St. $2,500.00
Total Value
Hill, Iva V. and Lawrence E.
60 acres, Berry Pasture,
Berry Rd. ' $200.00
Timber 300.00
1/16 acre, Res. 1 Park St. 1,300.00
Total Value
Hill, Martha S. and Thomas













1 acre, Maxfield Land $100.00
Total Value
Hillsgrove, Frank S.
y2 acre, Tasker Land,
Loudon Rd. $100.00
1/16 acre, Perry Place,
Warren Ave. 1,800.00
Total Value
Hillsgrove, Frank S. and
Virginia





















1/16 acre, Res. 7 Cram
Ave. $4,500.00
Total Value
Hillsgrove, Hazel D. and
Thomas E.







Holloway, George E., Jr.
y2 acre, Res. 64 Main St. $4,000.00
Total Value
Hook, Margaret L.
YA acre, Res. 33 Main St. $7,000.00
Total Value
Hoover, Ruth C.
1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 14 Elm St. $3,000.00
Stock in trade 1,000.00
Total Value
Hurd, Arthur E.




Howe, Barbara and Darwin F.
Res. ^2 Louger House,
43 Main St. $6,000.00
Total Value
Independent Order of Odd
Fellows, Trustees Suncook
Lodge No. 10
1/3 upper story of Union
Block, 22 Main St. $1,200.00
Total Value
Jackson, David F. and Edith M.
1/3 acre, Res. 2 Loudon
New Rd. $2,800.00
Total Value
Jenkins, Clinton V. and
Mabel B.
y$ acre, land and build-















44 acres, Blake Lot, south
south of Range Rd. $500.00
92 acres, Res. Jenness
Farm, Concord Rd. 6,000.00
6,500.00Total Value
Jenness, Lena M. & Otis F.
6 acres, Campbell Land $250.00
105 acres, Res. Jenness











Johnson, Walter F., Heirs
40 acres, Berry Land,
Johnson Rd.






Yt. acre, Res. 83 Main
St. $4,700.00
Total Value
Jones, Ann H. and Sala D










1/16 acre, 2/9 Union
Block, 24 Main St. $3,800.00
Total Value
Joy, Walter E., Heirs
2 acres, Young Field
9 acres, Cal Joy Land,
Loudon Rd.


























Jenisch, Felix A. and Sybil
% acre, land and build-






y2 acre, Res. Randall Place,
3 Franklin St. $3,000.00
Total Value
Kelley, Jerome A.
1 acre, Drake Place,
14 Chestnut St. $4,000.00
Total Value
Kelley, Raymond E.









1/16 acre, Res. 80 Main
St. $1,250.00
1/16 acre, tenement, 78
Main St. 1,250.00
Total Value
Keniston, Charles A. and
Grace A.
5 acres, Res. Tilton
Hill Rd. $700.00
Ashley Land, Tilton Hill
Rd. 75.00










Res. 55 Main St. $2,500.00
Total Value
Kidder, Lloyd D. and
Abbie L.














7 acres, LeUuc Field $200.00




35 acres, Res. Ring Farm,
Ring Rd. $2,500.00











Kimball, Gladys R. and
Myron W.






1/16 acre, Res. 20 Carroll
St. $4,500.00





V% acre, Riverside Garage,
18-20 Concord St. $3,000.00
Cows 450.00
Neat stock 150.00
Mills and machinery 250.00
Stock in trade 750.00
Total Value
Knowlton, Robert B. and
Pauline M.
1/16 acre, land and build-




























J4 acre, Res. Gilman Place,
16-18 Catamount St. $2,800.00
Total Value
Landry, Marc V. and
Ernestine




Lane, Charles T. and
Dorothy F.
Ys acre, Res. Brown Place,
3 Berry Ave. $2,600.00
Total Value
Lang, Arthur D.
2 acres, Charles Young
Fields $50.00
5 Y\ acres, Peaslee
Land 200.00
2 acres, Res. Berry Rd. 1,400.00
Total Value
Lang, Clara B.
1500 sq. ft., Res. 9 Berry
Ave. $1,000.00
Total Value
Laro, Grace E. and
Eugene B.
100 acres, Norris Farm,




Laro, John M. and Emma M.
























Y% acre, Marshall House $2,000.00
1/6 acre, Perkins House,
Marshall Court 2,000.00
1/16 acre, Res. Joy St. 1,400.00
Total Value
Leavitt, Harry E.




7 acres, Cider Mill off
So Main St. $700.00
Total Value
Leavitt, Helen M. and
Ruben T.
Yz acre, Res. 46 Cata-
mount St. $2,500.00
Total Value
LeDuc, Albert A. and
Dorothy M.




67 acres, Res. Thompson





2 acres, Res. 12 So. Main
St. $2,500.00










Total Value 2,200.00 Total Value 2,800.00
104
LeDuc, John B.
1 acre, Res. 73 Joy St.
Total Value
LeDuc, Leo W.






















LeDuc, Vernon J. and
Elizabeth A.
Tract on Barnstead Rd.,









2y2 acres, Barton Field $50.00
2 acres, Dowboro 800.00
Total Value
Locke, George O.






2 acres, Buffum Land,
Dowboro $100.00
25 acres, Hurd Land 300.00
61 acres, Staniels Lot,
Webster Rd. 250.00
15 acres, part Welch
Pasture 125.00
40 acres, Hurd Farm 1,800.00







25 acres, Locke Land,
Webster Rd.






Lutts, Fred H. and Minnie L.









McAllister, Robert W. and
Shirley A.
y% acre, land and build-
ings, 82 Main St. $3,200.00
Total Value
McGrath, Anna and Richard
60 acres, Res. Sargent Hall








*4 acre, Eva Sanders
Place $2,700.00
54 acre, land and build-
ings, 6 Maple St. 3,200.00
Total Value
McQuesten, James C.
35 acres, Peaslee, land and
BuMdings, Berry Rd. $300.00




44 acres, Durgin Pasture $200.00

























35 acres, Bean land,
Websters Mills Rd. $200.00
35 acres, J. Marston land,
Webster Rd. 200.00










Martell, Leonard E. and
Marie D.,









1 acre, Res. Loudon Rd. $200.00
Total Value
Maxfield, Austin C.
60 acres, Thompson land,
Paradise Rd. - $1,000.00
J4 acre, Res. and Gar-
age, 18 Elm St. 4,000.00
Total Value
Maxfield, Harrie P.
2 acres, field, Barnstead
Rd. $200.00
10 acres, Alexander lot,
Tilton Hill Rd. 100.00
40 acres, Maxfield land,
Sanborn brook 100.00
Y% acre, Sargent Block,
31-33 Depot St. 11,000.00
Total Value
Maxfield, Harrie P. and
Co., Inc. •




corner of Cram Ave.
and Carroll St. 3,000.00
% acre, land and store-
house, Carroll St. 500.00
Stock in trade 20,000.00
Total Value
Maxfield, John A.















y2 acre, Res. Loudon Rd. $600.00
Total Value
Merrill, George
1 acre, land and buildings,
New Loudon Rd. $400.00
Total Value
Merrill, Leon O.
1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 1-3 Broadway $4,000.00




7 acres, Res. Farm,
Loudon Rd., added





2- acres, Picard land $100.00
4 acres, Res., New Loudon
Rd. 900.00
Total Value
Miller, John L., Jr.
4 acres, land and build-
ings, Loudon Rd. $1,200.00
Total Value
Mitchell, Donald
60 acres, Carpenter lot,
Hanson Hill $200.00
New residence, west side




Stock in trade $300.00
Mills and machinery 2,500.00
Total Value
Mitchell, George F. and
Hortense B.
1/6 acre Clark Block,
25 Main St. $4,500.00















80 acres, Severance lot,
Odiorne Rd. $200.00
Timber 250.00




Mitchell, Herbert I. and
John D.
87 acres, Res. Mitchell




% acre, land and build-
ings, 81 Main St. $4,200.00
Stock in trade 4,500.00
Total Value
Monagomery, Ruthena W.




12 acres, Morrill land
Total Value
Morrill, Francis M.
75 acres, Berry pasture,
Thompson Rd.












House, 12 Blake St. $2,900.00
2 acres, Emerson Land,
east side Northwood Rd. 20.00
15 acres, woodlot, east of
Thompson Rd. 50.00
Timber 150.00
55 acres, Shaw pasture,
Thompson Rd. 200.00
Timber 500.00
% acre, Tenement House,
84 Main St. 4,000.00





















Murphy, Willie J. and
Julia M.
























1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, Concord Rd. $1,100.00
Total Value
Nichols, Guy C, Est.
Laundry lot $500.00




Yz acre, Res. Norris Rd. $2,500.00
Total Value
Nixon, Carol R.
42 acres, Peaslee land $400.00
17 acres, Res. Berry Rd. 3,500.00
Total Value
Noble, Burt and Rita
l/% acre, garage, Frank-
lin St. . $1,200.00
x/% acre, Columbia Block,
23-29 Depot St. 7,500.00
Total Value
Ordway, Courtland L., Heirs




















60 acres, Res. Purcell









1/5 acre, Shop and
Service Station, corner
Cram Ave. and Carroll
St. $4,000.00
Mills and machinery 300.00





















6 acres, Res. 26 Watson
St. $2,800.00
10 acres, Sanborn land,
near Fairground 200.00
5 acres, Cilley land 50.00
Total Value
Oshier, William E.
3 acres, 2 fields, Watson
St. $150.00
16 acres, Tenement house,
22 Watson St. 2,800.00
Total Value
Osmer, Gilbert D. and
Aroline H.
3 acres, Adel Place,











Page, Albert E., and
Dora E.










Paige, Courtland L. and
Olive










63 acres, Res. Potter












1H acre, Res. Concord
Rd. $2,600.00
Total Value
Parker, Clyde R. and
Evalyn L.
Tuttle Block, Main St. $10,000.00




lA acre, land and build-
ings, 4 Oak St. $1,600.00
Total Value
Peabody, Harry E.


















3.38 acres, Leduc Field,
Xorris Rd. 250.00
5 acres, Freese Field,
Xorris Rd. 300.00
10 acres, Tasker Field
Xorris Rd. 500.00
60 acres, Rollins lot, Tilton
Hill Rd. 200.00






70 acres, Francis Peaslee
Farm $1,500.00
90 acres, Brown Farm 2,000.00





Peaslee, Hannah P., Heirs
100 acres, Albert Peaslee
Farm, S. Pittsfield $6,000.00
Total Value
Pelissier, Adelard R.
3/16 acre, Pelissier's Gar-
age, corner Carroll and
Depot St. $12,500.00
1/16 acre, Blaisdell land,
18 Depot St. 2,000.00
McQuesten store house 3,000.00
Stock in trade 5,000.00
Mills and machinery 2,500.00
Total Value
Perkins, Clifton C.








% acre, Res. and shop,
36 Carroll St. $5,000.00
Stock in trade 500.00
Total Value
Perkins, John H., Jr.
1/16 acre, Tenement
House, Carroll St. $2,800.00



















Perrigo, Hester B. and
Walter









1/16 acre, Res. 5 Fayette
St. $3,500.00
Total Value
Philbrick, Alice M. and
George H.




27 acres, Woodland, Tan
Rd. $100.00
Timber 100.00




2 acres, Res. S. Main
St. $3,00«.00
Total Value
Pickering, Margaret H. and
Ralph E.
3/16 acre, Res. 23 Man-
chester St. $3,000.00
Total Value
Picard, Albe & Albina

















3 acres, land and build-





25 acres, land and build-
ings, Concord St. $10,000.00
Total Value
Pittsfield Aqueduct Company,
Water Rights, Clark Pond
50 acres Berry Land, Berry
Pond
8 acres Heywood Land,
Berry Pond
10 acres, Winkley Cottage,
Berry Pond
15 acres Davis Land, Berry
Pond
6 acres Colbath Land,
Berry Pond
10 acres Colbath Land,
Berry Pond
15 acres Drake Land, Berry
Pond
10 acres Dustin Land,
Berry Pond
Land and buildings, Clark
Pond
2 acres McQuesten Land,
Clark Pond












1/16 acre, 1/3 Union
Block, 20 Main St. $14,000.00
Total Value
Pittsfield Weaving Co., Inc.
Stock in trade $5,000.00
Mills and machinery 25,000.00
Total Value
Plante, Edith G.
y2 acre, .es. Leavitt Rd. $3,000.00
Total Value
Plante, Evelyn















Y% acre, Res. 48 Cata-
mount St. $2,200.00
Total Value
Plante, Joseph P. and
Evelyn
16 acres southwest side
Gilmanton Brook on
Chichester line, part of
lot 77 in the 5th range $100.00
Total Value
Potter, Samuel E. and
Julia S.






Y% acre, Res. 14 Berry
Ave. $1,600.00
Total Value
Raymond, Arthur P. and
Yvonne B.










Raymond, Thomas J., Heirs
1/16 acres, Res. 2 Cata-
mount St. $3,700.00
Total
Reed, Fred W. and
Gladys M.
11450 sq. ft. land, Carroll
St $2,000.00
Buildings, Carroll St. 4,000.00
4 storage tanks 5,000.00
Stock in trade 3,300.00
Total Value
Richardson, Edna N.















Richardson, George F., Heirs
100 acres, True land,
Tilton Hill Rd. $300.00
Timber 100.00




1/16 acre, Res. 9 Man-
chester St. $2,600.00
Total Value
Raney, "Bryant J. and
Irene M.




Riel, Armand and Nelda
y2 acre, Res. 6 Oak St. $2,500.00
Total Value
Riel, David F. and Yvonne D.
y2 acre, Res. 20-22 River
St. $2,800.00
Total Value
Riel, Donald C. and
Eleanor M.
\y2 acres, land and build-
ings, Loudon Rd. $500.00
Total Value
Riel, Doria W.
Henhouse, Concord Hill $300.00
Total Value
Riel, Doria W. and Mary S.
7 acres, Caswell land,
New Loudon Rd. $150.00
1/16 acre, brick tenement
house, Washington Sq. 4,000.00
Total Value
Riel, Grace M.
y2 acre, tenement house
15 Elm St. $4,000.00
Total Value




























s, bv100 acres, Sweatt land,
New Loudon Rd. $500.00
11 acres, Res. Sweatt
Place, New Loudon Rd. 3,500.00
Total Value
Riel, Wilfred E. and
Alice T.
y% acre, land and build-




Leased land, Coal Sheds,
Scale house, near
Depot $4,000.00
Stock in trade ' 2,500.00
Total Value
Rinaldo, Paul F.
Res., Concord Hill $3,800.00
Total Value
Roberts, Eugenie











Robie, Alice K. and
Clarence E.












49 acres, Res. Weeks




Rogers, Charles C. and
Rena M.
Y% acre, land and build-
ings, 6 Joy St. $1,800.00
Total Value
Rogers, George A.
5 acres, Res. Tilton Hill
Rd. $3,000.00
Total Value
Rogers, James E. and
Mabelle C.







1/16 acre, Goodwin House,
13 Berry Ave. $1,500.00
l/% acre, Edgerly House,
11 Berry Ave. 1,600.00
14 acre, lands and buildings,
east side Berry Ave. 1,000.00
House rear of 9 Berry
Ave. 1,000.00
Total Value
Rowe, Duncan L. and
Richard H.
18 acres, Res. Doe Farm,




St. George, Antoinette and
Joseph Alban




Res., So. Pittsfield Rd. $2,000.00




St. Laurent, Arthur J. and
Ethel
J/2 acre, Res. Whitcomb
Camp, Loudon New Rd.

















y2 acre, Res. 3 Carroll
St. $5,000.00
Total Value
Sanderson, "Robert H. and
Katherine M.
80 acres, Dennett lot,
Berry Rd. $300.00
160 acres, Res. Davis Farm,
off Berry Rd. 5,000.00
Total Value
Sargent Charles C, Heirs








1/16 acre, Labatory build-
ing, 18 So. Main St. $1,000.00
Total Value
Sargent, Lena S.








30 acres, Res. White Rd. $4,000.00
Total Value
Scott, Robert C.
80 acres, Perkins Farm,




















South Main St., Lot
100 x 200
Total Value
Smith, Ernest A. and
Gertrude C.
























100 acres, Hall lot, Wild
Goose Pond $200.00
Timber 200.00






3 acres, Res. Mason Rd. $1,500.00
Total Value
Spofford, Anne D. and
Fred R.




10 acres, Ashley Field,




Staab, Jeanette C. and
John C.
52 acres, Langley Place, •





















Stimmell, Jean G., Heirs



























Lang land, Thompson Rd. 25.00
Total' Value
Stone, Gladys M.





V* acre, house and garage,

























1/16 acre, Carpenter Shop,
6 Catamount St. $300.00
1,080 sq. ft., Barton
land, rear Catamount St. 50.00
9 acres, Berry meadow,
Eaton Pond 50.00




50 acres, Res. Bennett
Farm, Governor's Rd. $1,500.00
Total Value
Tilton, Nettie J.
1 acre, Res. 5 Foss St. $2,500.00
Total Value
Trace, Harriet S.
l/% acre, y2 brick tene-




Trace, Harriet S. and
V. Elwood
J




l/% acre, Res. 6 Chestnut
St. $4,500.00
Stock in trade 3,200.00
Total Value
Trickey, George H., Heirs
1/16 acre, tenement house,
2 Smith St. $1,000.00
y» acre, land and build-
ings, 4 Bridge St. 2,200.00
Total Value
True, Frank W.
20 acres, woodlot, Green
Rd. $100.00
60 acres, Bennett Farm 2,000.00
















40 acres, Osborne land, $400.00
13 acres, Res., Welch




Tuttle, Carrie R. and
Vera A.
Res. 12 Berry Ave. $1,600.00
Total Value
Twombly, Ona F.
Res. 1 Oak St. $1,600.00
Total Value
Updyke, Ronald F.
2 acres, land and build-
ings, Loudon Rd. $1,000.00
Exemption 1,000.00
Total Value
Vien, Alfred and Blanche




Vien, Edward L. and Jean
H acre, Res. Loudon Rd. $700.00
Exemption 700.00
Total Value
Vien, Raymond A. and
Aurore




Watson Street, Lots Nos.





Vien, William L. and
Mamie M.





2 acres of land on New
















1 acre, land and build-
ings, 7 Shackford St. $4,500.00
ore, Cummings Block,
Grill, 46-48 Main St. 5,000.00
Flower Shop, 48^2 Main
St 1,800.00
lA acre, Hodsdon Block,
40-44 Main St. 5,500.00
Stock in trade 2,000.00
Total Value









y2 acre, Washington Hotel,
Washington Sq. $16,000.00
Stock in trade 2,500.00
Total Value
Watson, Edward S.
10 acres, schoolhouse and
Winslow land, Tilton
Hill Rd. $950.00
3 acres, Dennett land and








24 acres, part of Tucker
Farm, between Gover-
nor's Rd. and Pittsfield-
Xorthwood Rd. $400.00
•240 acres, Res. Watson





Weeks, Waldo G., Heirs
54 acre, Weeks Place,
















Welch, Cyrus E. and
Zelma M.




1 acre, Res. 15 Cata-
mount St.








Weydeman, Jennie L. and
Josef
70 acres, Res. Schoolcraft




14 acres, Emerson land,
Leavitt Rd. $1,500.00
40 acres, classified forest
land 150.00
40 acres, Res. Drake
Farm, Eaton Rd. 4,500.00
Fowls 590.00
Total "Value
Whitcomb, Harold H. and
Mamie A.
































250 acres, Old Daroska
place $4,500.00
-Total Value
Wood, Hilda M. and
Norman K.
2 acres, Res. Odiorne
Rd. $2,000.00
30 acres, Welch lot,
So. Main St. 100.00
Total Value
Wyckoff, Evelyn A. and
George H.
35 acres, Richardson land










Whittier, Dean E. and
Helen I).
R s. on Concord Hill,









iy2 acres, Smith land,
east of Morris Rd. $100.00
35 acres, Thorndike land,
Loudon Rd. 100.00









Acushnet Saw Mills Co.
54 Mill Rd.
Acushnet, Mass.
Wood and lumber $350.00
Total Value
Adams, Emma A. and Lydia O.
22 Franklin St.
Peabody, Mass.
Vi acre, Adams Place,








West Concord, X. H.
Pumps and truck $260.00
Total Value
Ashley, George M. and Alice H.
Chichester, N. H.










44 Den Quarry Rd.
Lynn, Mass.
1/16 acre, Res. 18 Man-
chester St. $3,000.00
Total Value
Badger, Erastus B. and Alice D.
12 Prospect St.
Winchester, Mass.
Pallett land, 40 acres,
Lane Rd. $400.00
40 acres, Brown-Young lot,
Governors Rd. 400.00
65 acres, Wiggin Farm
land, Harvey Rd. 1,000.00
100 acres, Samuel Peaslee
Farm, Dowboro Rd. 1,600.00


















Batchelder, Edward C. and
Charles X.
Hanover, N. H.
% acre, land and build-







10 acres, sprout land,
Nudd Hill 150.00
Total Value
Berry Heirs, Fannie H.
c/o J. K. Berry
80 Federal St.
Boston, 10, Mass.




30 Huntington Ave, Room 212
Boston, Mass.
i/ acre, land and build-




1/16 acre, Jackson Block,
12 Main St. $6,000.00
1/16 acre, 1/3 Union




No. Hampton, N. H.
16 acres, Langer Farm,
Watson St. $3,500.00
Total Value
Boulia, Gorrell lumber Co.
23 Bayside Court
Lakeport. N. H.
R. E. pine $9,584.00
R. E. mixed hardwood 52.00
S. E. pine 6,160.00





















Buckle, Walter G. and Hilda P
Wilmington, Mass.










C & C Theatres
128 Washington St.
Dover, N. H.
Y% acre, Scenic Theatre,





3 acres, Clough Land,
Jenness Pond $200.00













Northwood Narrows, N. H.
1 acre, Hatch Place,





18 acres, Chase Farm,
Berry Pond Rd. $2,400.00


















209 West 80th St.
New York City
corner Park and Carroll
1/16 acre, Sargent Block,
corner Park and Carroll
St. $4,500.00
Total Value
Carson, Wm. O and Myrtle B.
10 Jenny Lind St.
Taunton, 19, Mass.
25 acres, land and build-
ings, Webster Mills $400.00
Total Value
Chafee Bros.
20 acres, Purcell land, near
near Hanson Hill $400.00
20 acres, land between So.
Pittsfield Rd. and Sun-
cook Valley R. R.
900 M. R. E. pine
40 M. R. E. hardwood 30,650.00
Total Value
Coutts, George W. and Doris V.
24 Hudson St.
Milton, Mass.
6 acres, Pratt Meadow,
Ingalls Rd. $100.00














Dame, Lester E. and Eileen M.
Concord, N. H.















Vz acre, land and build
corner Watson St. an d
Lyford Hill $800.00
l/s acre, land and build-









c/o R. E. Denison
176 Federal St.
Boston, Mass.




Dennett, Linn M. and Grace M.




c/o Wm. E. Hutton
7 Franklin St.
Derry, N. H.
2 acres, land and build-





Lane Farm, Lane Rd. $2,500.00
Land, Tan Rd. 150.00














Eaton, Thomas A. and Doris A.
Seabrook, N. H.
4 acres, land and build-
ings, Clough Rd. $400.00
















New Rochelle, N. Y.
8 acres, land and build-
ings, Lovers' Land $1,000.00
Total Value
Emery, Madeline J. and Manning
30 acres, Res. Sanderson






% acre, Land and build-







Concord Plains, N. H.










Ford, Donald L. and Jane C.
Northwood, N. H.








1915 North Front St.
Harrisburg, Pa.
54 acre, land and build-




^4 acre, Foss Place,














Foss, Milton G., Heirs
2 acres, land and build-





1/16 acre, land and build-











Franciscan Fathers of Maine
Biddeford, Me.








y2 acre, Perkins Place,









1/16 acre, tenement house,
6 Park St. $3,000.00
Total Value
Geisel, Herbert F.
1 acre, Res. 26 Concord
St. $3,500.00
Total Value
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Box No. 916
Portland 1, Me.








Back Bay, P. O. Box R
Boston, Mass.






Haigh, Grover and Mabel
4 Austin Park
North Cambridge, Mass.












1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 8 Foss Ave. $2,000.00
1/16 acre, land and build-
ings, 5 Berry Ave. 3,000.00
4,500.00
Total Value
Harvey, Henry J. and Mray A.
806 Lee's River Ave.
Swansea, Mass.




Hawes, Gladys M and Irving L.
2 Fairview Rd.
Stoneham, Mass.
1 acre, Welch Place,












Henshaw, Mabel C. and Walter B.
8 Canterbury Road
Marblehead, Mass.











17 acres, Mclntire Land $170.00





























Pumps and tanks 480.00
Mills and machinery 500.00





50 acres, undivided y2 int.,
























Marston, Helen S. and John E.
188 Highland St.
Manchester, X. H.
2 acres land, Concord
and Mason Rds. $200.00
Total Value
Maxfield, Bertha H. and Buell W.
Concord, X. H.

















Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc.
Rear 42 Xorth Main St.
Concord, X'. H.
Block, 1 Catamount St. $6,500.00
Stock in trade 5,800.00
Total "Value
Morrow, Nellie S. and
Raymond K.
Xorwood, Mass.
40 acres, Emerson Farm,
Clough Rd. $2,000.00
12,300.00











Mahon, Wm. L. and Elizabeth F.
Swampscott, Mass.
12 acres, land and build-
ings, part of former
Georee Metevia Farm,
Loudon Rd. $1,700.00
Xew England Box Company
Greenfield, Mass.
194.7 acres, Nudd Hill,
lot $1,000.00
50 acres, Worthen Lot,
Old Fogg Rd. 250.00
Total Value 1,700.00 Total Value 1,250.00
121
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1 acre, land and build-
ings, 7 So. Main St. $3,800.00
Total Value
Osborne, John F. and Rena P.
Loudon, N. H.
40 acres, Foss land,
Range Rd. $400.00
42 acres, Osgood land,
Range Rd. 800.00
62 acres, Carr land,
Range Rd. 500.00
6 acres, Foss meadow,
Range Rd. 150.00










270 acres, Clough land,
Clough Rd. $2,500.00
Standing growth on Swain-
Clough land 1,000.00
Total Value
Page, Calex and Rose A.
Dot's Kitchen
Mineral Wells, Texas
26 acres, Hill Farm,
Tilton Hill Pd. $800.00
Total Value
Palmer, Evie
c/o Miss Lena Stevens
73 Myrtle St.
Boston, Mass.
1/16 acre, land and build-





87 acres, Perkins Farm,
Barnstead Rd.











21 acres Maxfield land,
Gilmanton Brook $200.00
Total Value
Philbrick, John S., Heirs
c/o Eliza Philbrick
55 Loudon Rd., Concord
N. H.
80 acres, Philbrick



























4 acres, White Dam Land
& Water Rights, Barn-
stead Rd. $3,000.00
Y% acre, tenement house,
19 Concord St. 2,000.00
l/% acre, tenement house,
17 Concord St. 2,000.00
1/16 acre, tenement, 4-6
Main St. 3,000.00
Y% acre, tenement block,
7-13 Crescent St. 4,000.00
1/16 acre, tenement house,
6 Water St. 2,400.00
1/16 acre, tenement house,
2 Water St. 1,600.00
y? acre, Island Block,
1-9 Water St. 7,000.00
2 acres, Nutter & Cosmer
lot, Joy St. 1,500.00
y% acre, tenement block,
3-7 Concord St. 3,000.00
% acre,, tenement block,
9-11 Concord St. 2,000.00
y% acre, tenement block,







l/& acre lot, 1-3 Crescent
St.
No. 1 boarding house,
2 Main St. 4,000.00
Mills and machinery 200,000.00












% acre, Rand Block,
13-17 Depot St.
1/16 acre, tenement
house, 9-11 Depot St.
Total Value
Rand, Harold T. and
Violet B.
Rochester, N. H.













































1/16 acre, land and build-
ings 19 Crescent St. $2,400.00
Total Value
Scarlett, Joseph A. and
Dorothy Storm
Xorth Orange Ave.
DeLand, Fla., R. 2








1 acre, Fogg Place, $100.00
45 acres, Sanborn pasture,
Loudon Rd. 500.00
Total Value




\y2 acres, Old Tucker
House, Clough Rd.








Xew York Legislative Ser.
299 Broadway
Xew York City
8 acres, Sanders woodlot,
Shaw Rd. $75.00
Timber 300.00






54 acre, Bowditch Place,









75 acres, Straw Farm,
Tilton Hill







in 2y2 acres, Winslow
house, Tilton Hill Rd. 1,750.00
50 acres, Murphy land,
Tilton Hill Rd. 1,000.00
35 acres, Walker land,
Goose Pond 500.00
Total Value
Socony Vacuum Oil Co.,
Inc. of N. Y.
205 Sixth St.
Cambridge, Mass.
i/2 acre, land and service
station, cor. Carroll and
Main Sts. $9,000.00




Winter Hill 45, Mass.






Stone, Floyd A. and
Ruby M.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
6 acres, 20 Berry Ave.,
Connor Place $3,000.00
Total Value
Stimmell, John H. and
Elizabeth L.
\y2 acres, So. side of
Jenness Pond Rd. $200.00
Total Value
Suncook Valley Railroad Co.
Bank Building
Concord, N. H.
2 acres, land and build-
ings, R. R. Sq. $6,000.00
















75 acres, Jenness lot,
Goose Pond $200.00
Timber 400.00






100 acres, Van Winkle
Farm, Ring Corner $4,500.00
Total Value
Thompson, Emma F.
33 Rhode Island Ave.
East Orange, N. J.








Summer camp, True Rd.,
on Watson land $500.00





Vander Zee, Jean S.
10 Green St.
Fairhaven, Mass.




















Total Value 700 00
124
Wheeler, Charles H. and
George C.
Epsom, N. H.




c/o N. S. Wheat
912 Keyser Bldg.
l!altimore Md.
4 acres, Sanderson Place,
10 Green St. $6,000.00
i.OOO.CO
Woolson, Clara B. and
Harriss, M. Theresa
Undivided 52/100 interest
in 2 J/2 acres, on north






10 acres, Watson pasture,
on old Northwood Rd. $100.00




A LITTLE FLAME IS A DANGEROUS THING.
OUR HILLS LOOK BETTER IN GREEN
THAN BLACK
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